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But the trouble Is there Is no place for
and they are being called out for Im
th youngsters to play and childhood
mediate labor on this road.
DELAY GAME
GENEROUS GIFT
is the play time of life."
Application for Water Rights.
Gift of Five Hundred Dollars,
Application has been made to the
The mayor said a Santa Fean,
Department of tha Territorial EnginE
name he will not now mention,
whose
FATALLYWOIJNDED
MEADOW CITY eer, CharleB D. Miller, tnrough Her
has offered $500 to aid the develop.
man Gerhardt of Tuoumcarl, as rep'
i
ment of tha park. As soon as the
,
resentative, for the water right of
west and north of Tu- Docket for Taos Term of Not an Honest Election in Postmaster of Santa Fe Will land Is procured the city will have Marshal and Constable At
Creek,
Pajurlta
a park commission and go after the
Adjutant General Brookes oumcarl, according to Section 20, Irwork in earnest.
Furnish Children's
Court Is Rather an In
Taiban Roosevelt County
Twenty Years Declares
The survey
Pleased With Inspection
rigation Law of 1907.
Park on Tesuque Hill. .
'
which has been made allows for a
''
Room
One
;
Shot in Head
Magill
teresting
Reading
the other project the
of National Guard
DfjscusBlng
diversion and storage dams with a
mayor said: "I shall recommend to
reservoir capacity of 00,000 acre-feet- ,
the city council the laying aside of 40
the whole to supply water for30. JUDGE
PLANNED EVIDENCE
PRESIDE INVESTIGATIONS
ABBOTT TO
0FCIVIC SPIRIT acres of land north of the Weltmer ADJUTANT GENERAL'S ORDERS
NEW COMPANY INCORPORATES
000 ayres of fruit land, truck gardeui
residence for a park for adults. It is
It Is estimated
and domestic use.
an ideal location commanding a sweep
the water will irrigate land for E. P. Davies Will Attend
that
A, Congressional Committee May Public Playground Made Pos of all the mountain scenery of which Three Officials Start For Raton
Balance in County Treasuries the support of from 500 to 750 familthis great city can boast. The grown
Be Sent to New Mexico to
Per Auto In Good Road's
Assistant District
sible By A- - Staab and
on April 1 Was
ies, thus giving this section of coun(
upa need a park too and that looks
Probe
J. H Sloan.
Cause.
Dr
People.
a great advantage over the unlr- Attorney.
try
like the place for it."
$1,019,035.01
According to the
rlgated sections.
To Furnish a Room.
75
A dispatch from Albuquerque states
survey the dam will average about
The May term of the Taos court Special to the New 'Mexican.
The public library built and mainTerritorial Auditor W. G. Sargent
Governor Mills returned from Albu- feet in
height and will back up water
and will be presided
Washington,A prll 2$. Through H. tained by the Woman's Board of will furnish a room at St. Vincent's tbat Edward Gardner, marshal and
querque and left this morning fpr Las to a distance of five miles. Two main opens Monday Ira A. Abbott and atover by Judge
B. FergusBon, A. A. Jones and J.
D. Trade will have a children's reading Sanitarium in memory of his mother. constable at Taiban, Roosevelt county,
ad"Vegas where he will deliver an
ditches will lead from this, one fol- tended by Assistant District AttorHand, former Senator Henry S. Blair room and that soon. This is owing Mrs. Margaret Sargent who died in was shot In Hie head last night and
ores! tonight before the Y. M. C. A.
of
Tucumcarl
Is believed to have been
lowing the south side
fatally
ney B. P. Davies. Clerk Edward S. Joins them in fighting for delay in to the generosity of Postmaster E. C, October last year.
In the Meadow City.
and the other passing on the north. Safford of the district court, Mrs. G. statehood.
Burke, who without solicitation from
There are many rooms in the new wounded. The deed was done by an
The latter demands
Off for Maneuvers.
wide
20
be
will
feet
ditches
A.
These
F. McNltt, court stenographer, and
committee to investigate the election the board, has offered to pay for the Sanitarium and the expense of fur- unknown assassin who used a shot
Colonel E. C, Abbott left Saturday
and Ave feet deep. ' The Territorial A. Rivera, interpreter.
The result is furniture, including a library table, nishing them is enormouB, hence as gun, firing through the window. The
for the constitution.
for San Diego, California, to attend
the
on
will
are
application
oockets
pass
The civil and criminal
posBlbly ten years delay.
Judge Ma and comfortable chairs for the young sisting in furnishing them is not only news spread rapidly and a reward ot
lieutenant Harold Engineer after which. It the
the maneuvers.
is
dock
criminal
13,
On
the
right
Interesting.
gill of La Lande made a bitter attack folks. The expenditure of $100 will a beautiful act in memory of the dead $500 was offered by ctllzens of Taiban.
of Roswell, has gone to San Antonio. July
This morning blood hound! were put
granted to proceed, bonds will be et there are no less than four murder In his speech against the people of meet this expense and Santa Fe's pub but is of real benefit to the living.
Bureau of Immigration.
on the trail and many residents ot
upon the market for the com- cases and two cases of rape and one New Mexico and said that there has lie library will thus enlarge its sphere
The New Mexico Bureau of Immi- placed
It is estimat- oA seduction.
RAILROAD
Taiban also joined in the man bunt
FROM ORGAN
.
pletion of the project.
not been a legal election held in New of usefulness in the community.
gration at Its session at Albuquerque ed that the cost will be over $760,- It is not only the idea of giving the
A brief report of the shooting ot
TO ORO GRANDE,
The criminal docket is as follows: Mexico in twenty years. He' also
on Saturday
George L. 000.
Tucumcarl merchants are the
Constable Gardner ws received here
No. 954. Territory of New Mexico wants delay to investigate the state- boys and girls a place in which to
Brooks
of Albuaueraue, president; sole
M. B. vs. Juan Florencio Chacon,
on ap hood election.
promoters pf the plan,
All are Insisting on spend an afternoon or an evening in
Negotiations are now under way in by the mounted police who doubtless
John A. Haley of Carrlzozo, treasurer,
The
to numerous provisions the best of company, that of books, the Oro Grande camp,' Otero county, will aid in the effort to detect the
president.
Goldenberg being
798, vs. Robert C. Pooler, Sam amendments
peal:
and H. B. Hening, secretary.
other holders of stock are Herman Rising, selling liquor to Pueblo In- of the constitution including prohi- but It is also to lead them to realize which if completed should have an im
Notarial.
Gerhardt. Joseph Israel, T. A. Mulr- - dians; 98C, vs. Juan Savala, larceny bition to be voted on at the time of the usefulness of knowing where to portant effect on mining In the dis
New Notary.
Governor MlllB has appointed the
In trict. One of these combinations an
C. C. Chapman, Stanley, Law-soGovernor Mills has appointed Juan
election for state officers.
head,
Delegate find authorities and references.
of horse; 991, vs. Jose Refugio
W.
Bennett,
following notaries: James
and
when
school
V. W. Moore, J. W. Corn, A, R.
tbe
B.
essays
consolidation
work,
writing
of Inter Jose Salazar of Cuba, Sandoval coun
ticipates
Fall, George
murder; 992, vs. Jose Fresquez W. H. Andrews, A.
Weed, Otero county; George W, Dex
Carter and W.' H. King and Son, con- Abeytla, assault
a deadly Curry and Ralph C. Ely are lighting orations, when studying special sub ests, there with large mining Interests ty, a notary public
with
ter, Albuquefque, Bernalillo county tractors.
"
to
to
books
can
teachers
refer
the
miles
of
25
v.
to
amendments
jects,
For tha Treasury.
and delay.
Organ mountains,
prevent
weapon; 994, vs. Jesus Gomez, murAlbert H. Harvey, Carrlzozo. Lincoln
be found in the library and the pupils west. The plan includes a railway or
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
Financial Condition or Counties.
der; 996, vs. Benjamin Madril, assault Fall's speech was exhaustive and the can broaden
county; William H. Wiggins, Elephant
their knowledge and cul- tram across the valley, conecting the has received the sum of $4,041.40 from
Territorial Traveling Auditor C, V. with Intent to kill; 997. vs. Juan most complete of any delivered, but
Butte, Sierra county.
sentiment now seems to favor sending ture by learning how to use books mining district with the smelter. Oscar Lohman, treasurer of Dona
Sufford has issued a report showing Chiqulto Trujillo, rape; 1008, vs.
e
Act,
Lands Opened Under
committee to New how to find authorities on special sub There would also be a number of prop Ana county.
Gurule, a congressional
were the financial condition of the county
Romero, Maximo
During March 227,574 acres
To Represent Santa Fe,
of business on assault with a deadly weapon; 1009. Mexico to investigate the people of jects. In the study of literature espe erties worked in this district I ii condesignated by the Secretary of the In- treasuries at the close
cially the children's reading room will nection with the deal.
the territory.
Mayor Seligraan announced today
and subject to March 31. Chaves county heads the list vs. Epimenio Romero, assault with a
terior as
one
the
is
invaluable.
become
of
It
Another deal of a somewhat similar that he had appointed Mrs. W. J. Mills,
with a balance of $94,849.6:1, Valencia deadly weapon; 1012, vs. Abel
New Court House for Rio Arriba.
entry under the Enlarged or
in a nature Includes the consolidation of Mrs. J. D. Sena and Mrs. J.
moat Important compensations
W. H. Andrews introduced a pension
Sellg
Juan Lobato, Benito Lobato,
Homestead Act. The lands are county Is second with $84,297.28. San of
most
life
worth
the
toil
that
things
man, delegates to the National Confer
remurder; 1013, vs. Benito Lobato, mui bill for Gablno Bernal, late of Captain while are to be had free: The sun, some other mining Interests in the
in Idaho, Montana, New Mexico, and ta Fe county has $36,636.87. The
ence
of
inChasjty and Correction which
which follows shows la the first der; 101C, vs. Juan Trujillo, rape; Jose Antonio Chaves company, New
Organ ranga with some extensive
riuring February 152,412 port
Wyoming,
meets in Boston, June 7, to June 14,
the month; in 1017, vs. Quentin Amador Martinez, Mexico militia, for Louisa Pound, for the air, the forests, mesas, flowers, terests in the Oro Grande camp.
acres were so. designated and during figures the receipt b for
noble
water,
friends,
impulses
at
and
good
all departments of char
which
100
The
foot
drift
the
from
bottom
the second, the disbursements, and larceny of horse; 1021, vs. Ricardo the relief of the heirs of William LcJanuary 239,200 acres.
and "books." The man or woman who
itable effort will be represented.
Anally the balance April 1:
Varela, forgery; 1022, vs. Donaclano Blanc, and also authorizing the com- has learned to make the best use of of the 500 foot shaft on the Three
.Land Entries.
Mr. Davies Appointed.
Bernalillo $4,077.49; $11,(110.33; $'
Cordova, etc., et als.; and 1023, vs. missioners of Rio Arriba county to these, does not miss the tinBel and Bears is progressing fairly well. The
The following are the land entries
The order appointing E. P. Davies
ore body has as yet not been cut, but
iBBUe bonds for
Ellseo Gonzales, seduction.
fi court, house.
(
made at the land office Saturday: 063.06.
tawdryness of most of the luxuries there are some Indications that it Is assistant district attorney of the First
Chaves $4,137.87; $30,483.30; $94,- Not Yet But Soon.
Frank B. Neel, Mqrlarty; Caroline Lo-diThe Civil pocket.
that wealth alone commands.
being approached. This work is un- Judicial District was filed In the disD. C, April 26. "StateThe civil docket Is a big one and
A Cozy Room.
Raton; Cornelio Chavez, Halls 849.63.
Washington,
E. trict clerk's office by District Attorder the supervision of George
$37,Colfax
$2,396.87;
$10,698.06;
contains suits to quiet title, injunc hood occupies a definite place on the
The library committee
Peak; Thomas J. Wilmuth, Estancla;
has Bet Moffett.
!
.
ney E. C. Abbott who made the apDixio C.
Howell,
Willard; Newto 763.71.
suits, suits on notes, divorce house program," said Chairman Floyd aside a comfortable room In the lition
The Colorado Fuel and Iron com pointment. Mr. Davies succeeds C. C.
$25.- 4A..l,nfouV
$5,967.12;
Curry $4,578.31;
Andrew A. ZaMl,
The docket n( ,1.- -.
Scothelt, Estancla;
suits and attachments.
for the children's department.
brary
is still prospecting for iron in Catron in that office. The first JudiLeonardo Trujillo, 258.41.
mosa, Springer;
"It will be taken up just as Boon aB It will select the furniture at once pany
summarized Is as follows: .
the
Grande camp. Tbe company cial district comprises Santa Fe, Taos
Oro
Dona
Ana
$13,345.77:
$14,293.40;
Santa Roaa; Brlgldo Segura, Colonlas;
No. 576, Jose Antonio Valdez, et als, the free list bill and reappointment and as soon as it can be placed, the has
proved large bodies but and Torrance counties.
already
$54,252.51.
not
Gonzales;
take room will be opened to the children.
Jose Felielano' Torres,
vs.. Jose de Jesus Cruz, ejectment; bills are passed. These will
Land Entries.
Is Btlli at work, hoping to prove up
$11,194.35;
Eddy $6,787.86;
we
take
Adolfo Gauna, Elvira; Cathie Zigel-man- ,
over
will
ten days. Then
up There is already a large selection of
The following were the land en615, Vinceute Fresquez et al. vb, Jose
still greater tonnage.
,
result
Willard.
statehood.
The
G. Mirable, et al., civil; 630, Arthur
Juvenile literature among the
only possible
3,500
The large reservoir which was al- tries yesterday at the local land office:
Grant $5,013.69;
$14,412.92;
New Company.
Daniel
R. Manby vs.
Martinez, of these hearings would be to affect Lvolumes at the library. There is no most
empty a few weeks ago is again Hosea B. Hooks,' Flora Vista; Ches-- 1 '
10!
house.
to
Articles of Incorporation were filed
resolutioni
some
or
the
one
doubt, that
other, well filled.
reported
No. 576, Jose Antonio
thi
Valdez,
Heavy ratni and snows in ler S. Cunningham, Dtiran;i Pedro N.
office
"The territorial' secretary's
Guadalupe $1,083.62; 5i3.023.0l;
a
"vote
the
their
Democrats
have
will
way
donate
toward
up
vs.
Jose
de Jesus Cruz,
filling
et als.
freely
the Sacramento mquntalns tbe past Baca, Chaperlto; J. James Redding.
officers
be
will
the
when
taken
state
most
Bhelvesr
modern
with
the
the
Saturday by the Mimbres Valley
Vlncente
Fresquez,
ejectment; 615,
two or three months assure a plenti- Hyer; George H. Wheeler, San Pedro;
Lincoln $570.00;
$2,024.45;
ty Company at Deming, Luna county,
et al. vs. Jose G. Mirabel, ,et al., are elected, on the- proposition to productions in that line and also with ful supply for the coming season's Jullanita M. de Hays, Laa Vegas;
the
19
of
constitution
with John M. McTeer named as the
article
of
works.
another
reference
The
change
vs.
K.
Dan
gift
William E. Neifing, Garden City, Kas.;
Arthur
civil; 030,
rianby,
mining operations.
Luna $367.56; $8,044.89:
statutory agent. The company is capMelcor Aiderete, Progreso.
iel Martinez, t als., civil; 638, in so as to make it more easily amend one hundred dollars by some person
disThe
outlook
for
this
general
$12,$984.50;
McKinley
$1,700.87:
italized at $30,000 and $20,000 has
interested in tha work, would proviW
of Juan Sautlstevan able.1
more encouraging than it. has
is
On Good Roads Trip.
trict
324.00.
are
shares
$100
been subscribed. The
very acceptable for that purpose, and been for the
to Arthur R. Manby, assignee, assign
This forenoon, Land Commissioner
past two years. The Big
Mora
$1,585.21 ;
$3,475.87
$21,
each and the holders are Estill E.
Is 110 other object that would
there
vs.
rt.
Arthur
645,
Manby
H.
COL.
ANDERSON
Is
H.
P.
still
J.
ment;
Three Mining company
Ervien, Territorial
sinking
Engineer
Sutton and Robert L. Thomas of Louis 343.27.
give such satisfaction and do as much a shaft and is down over 100 feet. Th
Nestor Martinez y Gonzales, civil;
DEAD AT ALAMOGORDO.
Charlea D. Miller and County Commis
Otero $6,718.50;
$22,
$5,271.25;
ville, Ky., each 50; John M. McTeer
good. The book plates in each book shaft is all In ore. It Is
vs.
R.
Arthur
Manby,
assignee,
that
I.
097,
sioner
stated
on
left
a good roaaa
Sparks
and Oliver H. Cooper both of Demlng 064.15.
would carry the name of the donor.
some high grade silver and lead ore inspection trip to Raton going by auAlamogordo, N. M., April 25. Col.
19,Slll- - Manuel Pacheco, M. R. S. de Pacheco?
Quay $7,474,83:
$7,85W99;
each 50. The company is incorporated
as a sliver plate in the library
out.
702, Hlginlo Sanchez, vs. Juan it. J. Anderson, president of the First just
has
been
taken
tomobile
the
over
civil;.
81
already
Santa
Fe Trail from
for 50 years and will do a general real
table will commemorate tbe giver of
this city. Mr. Sparks returned yesterSautlstevan, et als., civil; 720, The National bank at Alamogordo, died at
Rio Arriba $1,828.15
eBtate business.
$3,631.60; $15,- means to furnish the room.' Per
He had been ill tha
vs. Hlginlo Sanchez, et al.,
this
)
from Espanola and Santa Cruz.
morning.
Territory
day
AT
779.45.
RUSHING
OPERATIONS
Finishes Long Tour.
framed picbaps, others, will give
civil; 727, The Territory vs. Hlginlo a few days. He was 66 years' old. The tures
ENGLE DAM SITE. At the former place, Judge Amado
Roosevelt $3,215.52; $7,914.11;
worth while that will harmon
Adjutant General Brookes has reet
729, 7y. ex rel body will be sent to New York City
civil;
who was a member of the conSanchez,
al.,
418.50.
with tbe furnishings and the ob
turned to hiB desk at the capltol after
ize
for
the
Co.
in
burial
family cemetery.
Com., vs. Hlginlo Sanchez,
stitutional convention, is boosting for
Sandoval $449.23; $1,403.67; J21,- - Bd. of
Elephant Buttes, N. M., April 24,
of the room. Each such picture,
a long tour of the territory, inspecting
ject
was
a
Anderson
York
'Bd.
of
of
native
ex
New
Co.
rel
et al., civil; 730, Ty.
Road and
the name of the donor Work has been started by the Mid the Santa
armories and the national guard it 151.67.
In public and too, would bedr
San Juan $1,115.46; $2.21 0.75 ; 9,- - Com. vs. Hlginlo Sanchez, et al., civil; City and was educated
and at the same time have a perpetu- land Bridge Company on the bridge has secured muny signers to a petithe various cities. The adjutant genAf
schools
in
A.
the
C.
Lammers
private
metropolis.
740,
Bottling Company
eral states that the inspection was sat 8S2.57. r
al educational value. In time, the over the Rio Grande at the dam. All tion to the board of county commisSanta Fe $12,181.89; $5,302.72; $36, vs. Pooler and Mares, civil; 754 Ar- ter finishing a commercial education children's room, will bt the most the piles and necessary lumber are sioners of Rio Arriba county and the
isfactory in all cities except Alamo
he
as
commenced
buslnes
Donaactive
vs.
R.
thur
Manby, assignee,
In on the ground. The "Farmers' Road" Good Roads Commission for the con- gordo where the company will prob- 636.87.
clerk in a bank conducted by his fath beautiful, most attractive placs
struction of the road up the Chama
San
Is the intention of the has been completed and from practical
Miguel $5,208.70; $10,313.67; clano Santistevan, civil; 750, Arthur er on Wall street.
Fe.
Santa
It
ably have to be mustered out owing
During the Civil
R. Manby, assignee, vs. Antonio C.
as well as scenic standpoint is a fine to the top of the Continental Divide
to the lack pf men. That place has $53,898.45.
War he entered the Federal army and library committee, to have the school
789,
civil;
Florencio
there to connect with the road down
Two
Martinez,
locomo
Flores,
work.
Sierra
reof
"dinky"
$1,184.57;
suffered from the drouth and the
children Instructed in the use of the piece
$2,905.53;
Arthur R. Manby, assignee, vs. Peter served meritoriously until Kb close: library so that In time, children will tives are being transferred across tho the Canon Largo. When this link is
sult has been a scarcity of men to
M. Dolan, administrator,
civil; 790, after the war he became connected seek their reading room as eagerly, as Rio Grande and will handle twelve completed, the highway from- Santa
Socofro. $3,729.07;
drill. Mr. Brookes accompanied Col
$9J070.13;
Costilla Land and Improvement com- with the civil service in the treasury they seek the playground or go to dump cars on 6.000 feet of new track he to Farmington will have become a .
W. S. Barlow of the New Mexico
department and was appointed bank
Much work is being done on the flume certainty.
Taos- $S21.25: $1,979.83;
$24,725.24. pany, vs. Robert Allen, et als., civil ; examiner and
Mllltay Institute.
receiver In the bureau the moving picture show.
A stiff-le.Torrance $2,380.60; $1,447.45;
derrick is being placed In
National Guard Orders.
$18,- - 809, Ranchoa Orchard Land company,
Withdrawals of Coal Land.
'
Civic rpirlt.
of
the
the
he
of
treasury;
comptroller
substituted plaintiff, T. P. Martin, vs.
The following orders were Issued
Four new hoisting en
Over 9G.OO0 acrea of public lands 7f)7.6.
This gift of Postmaster Burke, is operation.
held
for
fifteen
this
years
position
Union
and Tour derricks have been or by Adjutant General A. S. Brookes:
heirs of T. A. Oyosa and of Baltzer
$3,389.78;
$7,012.54;
believed to be underlain with coal, In
and
its duties satisfactorily but another evidence of the awaken ginea
cars of materials.
Trujillo, etc., civil; 816, Alexander and performed
Captain M. 0. Chadbourne, dst in
Nevada and New Mexico were with- 640.42.
civic consciousness in Santa Fe, dered and many
Ing
his
of
ser
term
during
efficiently;
Valencia . $3.337.9,
equipment and supplies are arriving fantry is relieved of command of Co.
$4,766.56;
$S4,. (Jusdorf, N. B. Laughlln, vs. Maurilo
drawn from entry In March, and in furof four national which manifests itself In the erection
had
he
vice,
charge
Is
et.
VarAndres
197.28.
A
train service
G, 1st Infantry, and transferred to thn
,
dally.
als., civil; 818,
Vargas,
therance of the Government's policy
banks as receiver and brought the af- of fine public and parochial schools,
to be Inaugurated, this service to be unassigned list.
Totals Receipts
gas, et a'l., vs. unknown heirs of C, fairs of these Institutions
$98,912.08;
of having the Ueological Survey clas
a Anal in the Introduction of manual train
to
new
MarThe
bnrsements
for
The following appointment, subject
Anlceto
la
de
freight only.
telephone
balance
$188,486.74;
Serna, civil; 822,
slfy and value the public coal lands.
close. Thereafter he served for some lng, In the organization of the Amerisystem 1b being installed. The big of to examination, in the National Guard
tinez, vs. Catallna Q. de Martinez, time as
In
In the same month as a result of 019,035.01.
can
as
those
such
Boy
Scouts,
gifts
U.
S.
of
the
expert examiner
fice building is practically complete of New Mexico, is announced, to date
P.
Forest Pathologist
824,.
Humphrey
divorce;
detailed geologic examinations, 1,951,
of A. Staab and Dr. ,1. H. Sloan for
Pacific railway commission to exam
The civil service commission
Bluckmore vs. unknown claimants, et ine
the coal
a public playground In the city limits and the office force is moving In. from today:
021 acreB of land within
sevaccounts
the
the
books
and
of
new three room cottages have
nounces an examination May 24 for als, to quiet title; 837, Clark &
William F. Brogan of Albunueraue.
of a children's Three
Montana, New
fields in Colorado,
eral Pacific railroads.
Upon sever- and the furnishing
and the position of forest pathologist, In Brainard vs. Adolf Rentier, civil; 839, ing his connection with the civil serv reading room In the library. ' Let this been finished at the lower town site to be captain, vice Chadbourne transIexico, South Dakota, Utah,
nnd are being occupied. - Storekeeper ferred to
tne Dureau of plant industry, the sal Adolf Rentier vs. Harry Brainard,
the unassigned list. Cai-tni- n
by the Geological
he engaged in banking in Scran-to- good work go on and Santa
Wyoming, found
R. h, Mcllvalne had the distinction of
Las Trampas ice,
ary
$1,800 to $2,400 a year. damuge
suit; 840,
Brogan Is assigned to command
until be came to become more and more the best resi
Survey to be "noncoal" In character, Men being will
Pennsylvania,
of
the sea of Compan G, 1st Infantry, and will
killing the first rattlesnake
be admitted to the ex- Lumber Co. vs. Juan B. Ortega, et
only
were returned' to the public domain.
New Mexico in 1899 to establish the dence city In the United States, yea son.
It was 12 Inches in length. Sev- receipt for the
amination.
20 years or als, quiet title; 841, Ferdinand Meyer
company property.
First National bank of Alamogordo, in all the world.
During March 1,220,78 acres were over. For Age limit,
new
en
the
of
officers'
and
engineers'
details those Interested vs. La Ace'quia Mache, et als., settle- Otero
becond Lieutenant F. B. Forbes is
classified by the Survey as "coal"
Two Parks.
He beenme a citizen
county.
now
are
under
three
cottages
roof,
of water rights Rio Costilla:
relieved from duty with Company G,
and property owner in the beautiful
lnntLand prlceB placed thereon aggre- should apply to the secretary of the ment
A 20 acre playground and park for of them being finished and work well
1st infantry and transferred to the un
Taos Valley county
845, In reappllcation
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amount of correspondence, the ac- in most instanoes, resort to more or fect on the commercial advancement rule that no dilatory motion should be pared with 91,829,000 in 1909.
In
the soil and whose very existence deIs not seeking to delay statehood
counts and other details of the Bu less doubtful expedients In order to of every section."
entertained was omitted, but Mr. Crisp 1839 rugs, woven whole, constituted
and farmers. C,
the
farms
upon
pends
reau.
but is merely urging the amendment
in conferring upon the committee on only 10 per cent of the total, or
win, and when In office does not feel
an exchange:
Says
AIR
OPEN
SCHOOLS.
of the constitution, or advocating the
rules the power to prevent obstruc
The figures In the secretary's re mat responsibility
to the public
square yards, while in 1909
The open air school fad Is finding tion, endorsed the course followed by
Again Carlisle Indian students are separate submission at the first state
they constituted 39 per cent of the
port are surprising and show plainly which is a necessity in a
of
over
a
number
bound
to
such
skies
even
under
much
support
being
his predecessor.
election; of amendments to the fundaIt Is different in
total, or 35,596,000 square yards. Althe wide scope that the advertising ed community.
as those of New York and Ohio.
farmers in the vicinity of Belvidere, mental law. The effect Is the same;
d
While the
congress had though the census returns showed an N.
campaign for New Mexico's resources some of the older countries like India Much more
hold
are
a
to
Redskins
in
take
and
the
it
being
J.,
ought
it
keeps New Mexico out indefinitely
no quorum rule, the fifty-thir- d
con increase in the manufacture of carand opportunities has assumed. The and a writer in May Scribner's gives
to learn agricul- and what could not be possibly gainNew Mexico where blue skies and
because of Republican obstruc pets from 1899 to 1904, the number given opportunity
gress,
Inquiry correspondence alone for the the following picture of the success
balmy zephyrs seem to make It a sac tion, was obliged' to provide that be of square yards manufactured in 1909 ture.
Thereby hangB an observa- ed sby direct efforts Is won by indipast year shows an Increase over the of civil service In far away India:
to pen up the young in school fore
the speaker should was nearly 10,000,000 less than In tion: Too many of us feel that the rection. What do the people think
every roll-caMany Englishmen whose fate and rilege
previous year of 7,027 letters, while
rooms.
Indian Is
It Is believed, that regular- appoint two members, "one from each 1899.
perhaps. of that kind of a party and that kind
retrograding,
the Increase over the year 1908-0is fortune and empire are dependent
established open air schools serve of the
But, instead, he is going back to the of leaders?
who should
This is In addition to upon the success of their rule In In- ly
pending
9,055 letters.
question,
Of
of
kinds
the
various
carpets
well-to-do
to attract maSiy
soil with the applied Intelligence the
people take their places at the clerk's desk
the routine correspondence of the of dia, teem to be interested In India
produced during the decade, Axmln-ste- r white man supplied him by the
from other sections, whose children and note those members
The statehood situation is further
sot
fice.
The big increase In the cor as sympathetically and as Intelligent
present
showed
an
In
and
Moquette
s
anemic or with tubercular
taint responding to their names In order crease of 49
schooling, and by his ex- complicated by the
sharp cleavage
in quantity and
respondence Is attributed by the sec ly as the irishman In the funeral
cent
per
New
perience on the farm. The Red Man between the Progressive
and the
to make a quorum."
The long line of car would grow strong and well in
57 per cent in value, and tapestry
retary, first, to the extension of the procession.
of
much that counts Stand Pat Republicans in the United
Bureau's activity; second, to the fact riages was obliged to halt at a cer Mexico outdoor schools.
In other words, Speaker Crisp indi Brussels increased 41 per cqnt in has gotten hold
In
counts
and
this day States Senate, a cleavage which Is
considerably
It Is estimated that every year, In rectly endorsed Speaker Reed's most quantity and 60 per cent in value.
that New Mexico Is becoming better tain street crossing.
A passer-b- y
of veritable ruBhlng to the cities on becoming more pronounced
every
known to the immigration agencies in near one of the carriages asked an the United States, 6,400 children die criticised decision. Both parties are The output of
carpets the part of so many young residents day. in fact, the tnanrrontn
Ingrain
haVA nn
general, and the publicity association Irishman sitting Inside whose funeral of tubercu)osls. The average age at therefore on record in their rules as decreased
from
36,698,000
square
Car-of
rural
sections.
the
least
the
one
)
May
occassion at this spec-ai
work; third, to the Increased inter it was. 'Shure an' I dunno,' was the which they die Is 12 2 years, which favoring the counting of a quorum, yards in 1909, or 43 per cent, and the
lisle and other Indians keep on teach lal session, allied
means that tor six years they have and being opposed to the use of dila- decrease in value was
themselves with
est In New Mexico caused by the Im repiy, Tm only in for the rolde.'
relatively
brethren the Democrats.
ing their young pale-fac- e
They hold the bal- minence of statehood; and, fourth, to
wowever, my host and other. lik been receiving education from the tory motions.
greater. All ot the various kinds of a few more such lessons as those ance of
him
and
are not looking for svmnathv state. Every year's education is com
play politics to
the growing general national move
When the
congress met, rugs showed remarkable increases which the few that have taken up the limit power
for they can not lose either
and not stopping to think often puted to cost 130; so that each child the House, having again elected Mr.
ment Westward.
except Smyrna, which decreased 62 farming are giving as most
It
is
a
way.
difficult
profitable
cost
has
for
six
situation and
me inquiries come from every whether their work is appreciated or
years' teaching 1180, Reed speaker,
the rules per cent In quantity.
Instruction.
New Mexico's chances of slipping in
Btate In the Union; from every coun not, so long as the British Babus in and the 6,400 children have cost con which bear hlsi name. These rules
to
New Mexico seems
offer peculiar
at the special session are a pure
try in England, South Africa and Parliament do not Interfere with siderably more than 11,000,000. What have been In force ever since, modi- advantages for the manufacture
of
The Albuquerque City Council 1b
fied during the last two years by the
every country of Continental Europe, them.
They probably realize. a An community, the advocates of open-ai- r
no
doubt
will
and rugs and
it
Investigating the complaint of saloonfrom Turkey, Asia, Australia, Cuba, all men who do the hard work of the schools demand, can afford to throw addition of clauses creating Calendar carpets
become one of the future Important keepers that Albuquerque Clubs are
To make an assessment return Is
and Porto world, that the ladder on which the away such sum every year? For a Wednesday and the Unanimous Con industries of the commonwealth
Hawaii, the Philippines
if
It
dispensing Intoxicants on Sundays. an annual duty with which
Rico, an especially notable Interest
ugeis cescena is usually get up In child that dies at 12 years of age, be- sent Calendar, both changes designed
every citiDemocratic
destruction
by
The New Mexican believes (hat the zen owning
wny piace, as it was In the time fore he has rendered any service to to facilitate the consideration of bills escapes
must comply
having developed In the Canadian
property
trade.
free
are
saloonkeepers
morally and legal- and that within a certain time limit
1 have no
Jacob.
northwest.
brief for thi society through productive energy, in which Individual members are
During the year 183,000
ly right when they insist that Clubs If he desires to avoid the
pieces of Bureau literature were civil service of the British In Indu. muBt be estimated as a total loss to
payment
COLORADO FARMS..
are
which
merely a subterfuge to of a penalty.
The time for making
If Democratic platform utterances on
printed, as against 142,000 lor the and my praise will probably never the community, says Munsey's Maga
On another page, the New Mexican evade the payment of a retail
liquor the return this year
zine:
preceding year and In addition 16,- reach their ears, but I cannot,
the subject of the House rules mean publishes the farm statistics for the
expires on the
should be compelled to ob- last day of next
600 pieces of literature furnished by bear the expression of my admiration
week and it Is in"It is not sentiment, it Is the thing anything they mfean that the Demo- neighboring state of Colorado, aB license,
same
serve
laws
the
saloons
that
paycumbent upon those who have not
railroad and immigration agencies for some of the residents, political farthest in the world removed from cratic party not only denounces the announced
today by the Census Bu- ing a license for the privilege of yet attended to
were distributed.
The secretary was agents. Judges, commissioners
their duty to take a
and charity, say the open-ai- r
apostles. last eight Republican congresses, but reau. Most significant is the fact
must
business
In
obey,
bee-lin- e
fact
doing
also Instrumental in distributing deputy commissioners I met and saw that such appalling waste ot public Includes in its denunciations the last
for the assessor's office durof farm lands In the the New Mexican goeB farther and
the
value
that
the next
250,000 pieoes of district and local at work there.
They are doin dl. money should be stopped. And if out two Democratic congresses as well.
days and make the
Centennial State has Increased three advocates that clubs, whether social, ing
literature making a total of 395,000 lcate, difficult, and dangerous work. door schools for normally healthy
ten fraternal or anything else, that dis- proper returns or else pay In Incent In the past
hundred
per
creased taxes for the neglect of duty.
President Taft has approved the
. children will reduce the length of
pieoes distributed. There are now on with a coolness, devotion uri
and that the 45,839 farms have pense Intoxicants to their members,
band 40,000 pieces of literature, an rightness unequalled
their school term and will simplify New Mexico constitution. Any change years
d
and
under cultivation 4,291,000 acres, or should be compelled to take out a
or
must
In
It Is to be hoped that the forest
In the Enabling Act
it
of the 1911 date.
by anything I have ever and cheapen the entire school appa
an area equal to that of the entire retail liquor license the same as
,
Says the Albuquerque
Journal: seen elsewhere in the , world, and ratus, what vast economy there may again receive his approval. There ia state of
ullB season miiia a trail
part-of
This
was
Maryland.
saioons ana snouia oe under just as to the head of the flanta Fe canon
"The New Mexico Bureau of Immigra withal without the slightest attempt be In the scheme, not to speak of its no getting away from it. No matter,
American
desert
the
which prior BU1UI BUpVI VIBiUU.
the
to
tion Is to be congratulated on Its de- tt advertise themselves.
how
feature-thousseem
desirable
frm
Scenic
ands
human
changes may
If I were more appealing
Highway above Mon- to 1860 hardly had an acre under cul
Unent Rock.- Such a trail
cision to puBh the publicity work of in such a position, I should be made
of young lives saved for this or that man, it must be accepted
oDen
has
Colorado
then
Since
61
busof the
At Denver, this week,
to tourists M n,
as an axiom that any change
will tivation,
the bureau as carried on In the past cynical Indeed, by some of the nn happiness and usefulness."
conlest businessmen, took off an hour to grand scene
.,
t .h
mean delay. The House committee forged ahead of New Mexico very
year by the New Mexico Publicity As- criticisms from travelers and politiIn the matter of agrlcultura1 address the public
school
children Lake Peaks and at the same time
sociation through the office of the sec- cians, and from the Oxford and CamThis is bloBsom time In Santa Fe. on territories would have made a fa- siderably
but lately this common on the glories of Denver and the re-- , serve as a flr
retory. The bureau takes this wise bridge Babus from England and
All the millions of a Rockefeller and vorable report on New Mexico's con- - development
nrnt.ti
h.
Is
wealth
Is
sources
Colorado.
a
of
It
up
again.
catching
subject ing of much utility to rangers and
action for the. reason that the report
titutlon on Tuesday of this week had
a Carnegie can not buy for the Philismuch
was
but
is
t
that
ot
The value
mely
farms and buildings
neglect- those interested in
of the secretary for the year deals
not been for the delay by those who,
tine the gratification, the Joy, the
preBerving . and,
not in generalities but with actual
It must be remembered that almnut peace that comes to those who love unsuccessful In having their views in Colorado is given at 1407,015,000, ed. The New Mexican has oalled at--, protectlno- th
to
and
tentlon
deslrathe
assesthe
again
again
almost
times
ot
one-halCltv.
f
entire
demonstrated results. There it no
i
Capital
Such
it
eight
of the taxes collected
the color, whose souls respond to the adopted by the constitutional conven
sed valuation of New Mexico, and blllty of teaching local geography and feasible and in part already exists ana
doubt that the unique advertising cam- lemtory go to the suonort by
of In beautiful in nature, who are In ecsta-c- y tion and the people of New Mexico,
local
the
in
can
he
public
history
on
has
acre
schools,
value
as
carried
the
$28.89.
average
constructed at comparatively
per
paign
accomplished educational, penal and charitable
as they gaze upon the loveliness now seek to coerce the common
of the farms are en- auu lb uupca mat, ujr una uiue, Ule BUiail outlay.
more for the development of the ter- inutions, numbering more than In that nature
their views Only
has spread out freely In wealth Into accepting
'
a
Santa
children
of
Fe's
schools
the
and
In
public
of
desircumbered
while
1bs
bringing
mortgage
score.
ritory
by
These inatitiitlnn
mi in.n every direction so that ine children through the power that congress still
The Unlversltv Exten.VniT whm'..
h
able new citizens and Investors than
are tenant farms. Lees If Btopped on the, streets by a tourist
had balances of $125,000 to their of the poorest of men might feast their has over the territory. This conduct than
ot the farms are over uuu VAiiituii uuuui mw unit uweiungs, the first of which Is to be given tothan
any plan hitherto tried. It Is no long- credit, showing wise and economical eyes and souls. How pitifully starved
no
nefarious
and
unpatriotic and
er an experiment and the results have management. There Is hardly a state the man or woman who can walk other construction can be put upon it. 500 acres In extent while more than the Scenic Highways, the roads and night, should draw- a large audience,
resources and as a testimonial to the efforts ot the
of the entire number of principal attractions,
proven of the utmost value to the
tne union that Is not exenrnt from through all this beauty as one who Let those who seek amendments and one-hal- f
historic points of Santa Fe and Its Woman's Board of Trade to demonwhole territory. The bureau has car- periodical
changes, lay their reasons before the farms are less than 160 acres, thus
scandals in connection is blind!
strate that Santa Fe deserves its
ried on most effective and vigorous with the conduct of their
people when New Mexico Is a state showing that the small farm is the vicinity.
work and the results far outweigh the but New Mexico, under institutions,
reputation of being a center of culThe Raton Range ought to be satis- - and if their plea has any merit to It, rule and this accounts for the great
Republican
Democrats
are
The
In which
with
The
ture
playing
money expended.
year's report administration has been
fled now, for the New Mexico delega- the people can be depended upon to prosperity that comes to Colorado for
progressive movements
remarkably
statehoodcan
Is
there
bureau
but
the
one
be
which
Justifof
find
one
only
Is
adequate support.
The lecture
iree irom them; although in propor tion at Washington outnumbers the do their part, and such amendments the farm products of Colorado are result of
It
a
the
la
which
are
they
will
and
not
gamble,
be drv
m
report
losing
iably proud
q changes will be made In due time. much larger than the production of
tion to population and wealth It sup Arizona representatives, but it were
to
evfoothold
whatever
satisfaction
little
have
cause
sincere
with
they
lolentlfln
will
and
should be for the people of New Its mines, although In the eyes of
,winn.
ports more institutions and more gen better for statehood, If some ot the
Mexico
In
New
in
had
New
lor
Interested
ment
many
one
years
'seeing
a
that must necessarily Interest
mere mining
ery
erously than do great and rich states New Mexico fellows had stayed at Mexico to pass on this and not for many people it is still
vi-- v
Mexico grow substantially and per-- ( like New York and
anil nrnman
state.
wvTJl.y Limn UEm Til . mon
W WIUSUl!
home.
congress.
uitM tUV
Pennsylvania.
(
manently."
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white ere very thick and Two Joins the mala one from
the is enough to Bhow, however, that the 80UTHWE8TERN PLAINS ARC
bottom ot the canon at about 100 feet
Inclined to be clumsy.
COVERED WITH BL0S8OM8.
are of the regular
A
There are tons ot broken metates from the entrance to Number Two. cavate type, such as is found all over
This ruin Is In very bad Bhape,
trail
another
Into
stone
There
of
is
other
Jemez
the
Fields
The
and
Floral
leading
In
Implements covering
plateau ,
Beauty Stretch
very little being ltsf t of the walls In
and the pueblo must have formEvery Direction as Far as
the shape ot mounds. In fact, we 'he mesa top, also Kreat quantities the canon on the southeastern side
center
the
ot
flakes
and
of
same
obsidian
about
ed
the
of
the
Can
and
one
the
Quarts,
rim,
Bee.
flint,
could only approximately determine
practically
Eyes
This goes down to building, as the puebio Ib built at the
the outlines. The main ruin ran lumps; two pieces of copper ore were cliff dwelling.
about north and south, being one found In about the center of the the spring at the foot of Number extreme edge ot the mesa overlook
Farwell, Texas, April 24. Much has
One of These Supposed to Be building, with wings at the .north ruin, These are very rich being One, and was probably the means of ing the ruins and there are evidences been said and written o the produc- Some of Obvious Advantages
was
It
as
75 per cent pure copper.
reach
cliff
must
much
about
houses
that
the
have
water,
of the soil of the southwest
obtaining
tions
at
the
and
(almost
obllteratetd)
Prehistoric Home of Nambe south. The
Over Reservoir and
main part, as nearly as number ot perfect arrow beads were more direct than the other trail, ed to the bottom ot the pueblo and from a commercial point of view.
'
we could measure. Is about 600 feet found, white, red and obsidian, al
though much steelier.
perhaps higher, very much like the Less utilitarian, but even more won
Pueblos
Ditches Explained
The entrance to Number Two Is upper and lower portions of the Casa derful are the gifts of the fields and
long, the north wing being so poorly a number ot other articles. One brok
defined we did not attempt to meas- en axe was found on the trail lead a most remarkable defensive place Blanca ruins In Canon de Chelley. prairies from an artlstio view point.
Wherever the natural walls of the Granting that the cliff houses were For one who for the
ure. The upper mound' Is Joined ing to the river.
VILLAGES
time sees VAST UNDERGROUND
SUPPLY
OJUHE RIO 0S0 at the southeast corner and Is about There are no signs or Indications mesa were too low for good defense, only two stories high, and the pueblo southwestern plain In first
spring attire,
In
im
were
would
an
walls
tact, al three stories, this
built,
15 feet above the main level ot the of klvas on the top of the mesa, un artificial
give
the experience Is almost Intoxicating.
the entire southern end of the mense building of five stories, cover- The marketable prouuets are In reLarger Than Communal House mesa, Here the walls can be faint- less tower A was used for that pur- most
Conditions Are Similar to Those
ly traced in places, but not enough to pose.
sponse to man'a care skillful tillage
The early workings of the mesa la defended by walls built right ing a number ot acres.
of Puye Nine Miles to
That Exist Around
Remarks.
and Irrigation coax the money bringThe Spaniards may have effaced
these at Its edge.
give any Idea of the building.
the South.
To enter the gateway of Tzllplng
whole surface of both these mounds as many of the probable location of
Santa Fe.
The newly discovered ruins in the ing growths from the earth, but the
!s covered with potsherds, broken klvas were used as agricultural areas ulnge one baa to climb up about 15 Ro Oso seem to be a connecting wealth and riot of color of the prairie
before reaching the link between OJo Shufinne and the flowers are the generous gifts ol 'The
feet by hand
(By J. A. Jeancon of Colorado Springs stone Implements and flakes of obsi by them.
discovery of a vast underItself which Is a narrow paB ruins ot OJo Callente.
It has long Mother Nature to all who will accept ground supply of water at a short dis'
dian, quarts and flint.
In the "Records of the
Nearly a quarter of a mile to the gateway more than 5 feet In width.
Past.")
not
In
them.
existed
been
sage
ruins
Tbere Is a kiva, the base of which northwest on the right bank of the
supposed that
On the first day of October, 1910,
tance from the surface In Roosevelt
ot this are the remains ot this locality but as yet no effort hac
To the tourist from the less favor county around Portales has opened
I started In company with Mr. John Is built of white quartz, and In fact. Rto Oso were the fields of Pesede-- Alongside
'
were
to
used
some
that
to
been
logs
find
huge
made
them.
ed portions ot the country, the acres up an elegant future for that coun-upo- n
Immediate ulnge. These were from 600 to 1,000
Hurt, of Colorado Springs and Ani-cet- the only stone In the
After passing
close this entrance.
The ruin of Kuulnge especially
acres of flowers
stretching try from the farmers' standpoint,"
Sousea, a Pueblo Indian from vicinity of thlB building is white feet long and from 200 to 300 feet
one away Into the distance, the fern like said Ben W. Smith of Portales
This room was semi-subte- r
wide. Walla were built across them through the gateway, you enter an would be hard to find unless
Santa Clara, New Mexico, to explore quartz.
which
court
immense
the
through
some
idea
were
had
for
and
looking
like terday afternoon at Albuquerque.
trees, the ratamas
forming terraces, and .the ditches
portion of the Chains basin that ranean, circular and about 30 feet
On both sides ot this of its location.
Whether the pueblo Bmall pines suddenly laying aside j "By dint of some effort we have
i
.
still remain in fairly good condition. trail leads.
Is almost unknown.
Branching off diameter.
number of natural on top was occupied first, or waetner their sombre
ot dwellings court are a large
garb and bursting into a succeeded in the organization of a
the main road about four miles above
Another
southeast of the There are Indications
klva,
Where an adobe village waB first established
or smaller courts.
of golden bloom, the mesqulte operative power plant by which elec-wlt- h
the confluence of the Rio Chama and main ruin is built ot basalt, walls are on this side of the river, but we were corrals
to
make these Im on the plain below, Is a matter that
nature has failed
Its dainty pendent catkins, the trie power Is being supplied to the
Rio Grande, we turned almost due about one and one-hal- f
feet high, not able to determine any outlines.
pregnable the ancient Pueblos have cannot be determined without further innumerable varieties of cacti with ' farmers at a minimum cost, and they
west Into the mountains. Following This klva, lying southwest of the Pottery in Bmall amounts is scatter built
the
make
wallB
to
up
deficiency, Investigation. It is also questionable their vivid blooms of crimson, or gold are using the power for pumping the
this road we reached the chain of ruin, has the ceremonial entrance ed all over these fields; at the west and
only small passageways, just as to whether there really was an seem an illusion, for all combine to water for Irrigation purposes. This
detached fragments
ot the Black very plainly marked.
There are re ern end la a trail, leading from
crawl
to
through con adobe village on the plain below. We make a picture the most skilled art- - was done by floating a bond Issue of
large enough
Mesa (Mesa Canoa) which crosses to mains of a shrine, about U teet
large Cottonwood tree, to the top of nect
There
these different courts.
the south side of the river at about diameter, due north of the klva and the mesa north of the ruin. The mess are at least 25 of these places on did not have time to go Into this mat 1st could never copy. The name of (350,000 and the farmers who went
ter to any great extent. The location these flowers Is legion primroses inter the scheme mortgaged their
on this side of the river Is only about
this point, and from there passed composed of twenty stones all
Even after of Kuulnge Is Ideal from a defensive
both sides ot the trail.
land at the rate of (35 per acre. This
100
white, pink, and yellow,
feet
due
Almost
north
high.
into the valley of the Rio Oso,
was
size.
In
There
average
nothing
From the north Bide verbenas, phloxes, nettles, coreopsis bond issue Ib payable In six years, so
obtaining a foothold In the first large standpoint.
skirting the base ot the line of bluffs side of this shrine.
There are also east of the Cottonwood mentioned, court, an enemy could be held at bay only
to
of
ton
one
trail
leads
the
the
and Innumerable others all mingle In you see that really the incubus the
forming the south Bide ot the Rio the remains of what was undoubtedly ana at the other end of the field, is for a
T
was Tint nhlA In flnrl In ' an indescribable panorama of color, farmers have put upon themselves
long time, as the trail runs mPRn
small
group of cottonwoods.
Oso, we found potsherds, and by tot a very Imposing tower, overlooking
of these courts, then the limited time that we were there, with never a discordant note.
a
series
through
The Is not so heavy as the rate that Is
Water can be obtained at either of
lowing these at last came to the foot the country south and east.
This
out into an open space, lined on both any other trail to the top.
The one soldiers at Fort Sam Houston find setting on the farmers tinder the Naof a mesa on top of which was
about 34 feet in diameter and is built these places by digging in the river sides with
huge rocks and walls. In spoken of Is very steep and rough. compensation for the discomforts of tional Reclamation Act.
large pueblo ruin. This Is the ruin of both basalt and tufa brick nicely bed.
fact there would be at least 1,000 feet The whole northern slope of the mesa camp life In the view stretching away
"Our soil In Roosevelt county Is
of Kuulnge (Tewa, meaning the place dressed. The walls are still about
As far as we were able to determ of hard
fighting before anyone could is covered with broken pottery and fiom the post In every direction on very
of stone, from Ku meaning stone, two feet in height.
productive and we have been
There are also ine, aside from the early Spanish approach close to the defensive wall implements.
ot
to
one
the
side
foot
hills
the
and ulnge meaning the place of
making experiments In the cultivatwo stones having artificial cups on workings, there has been no excavat that
the Pueblo Itself. This
The
broken
and
protects
bones,
in
pottery
Rockies
the
The
distance.
offering
tion of cotton, and have a gin it Por- The first place explored, the outside.
The larger of these ing done in Pesede-ulngInis undoubtedly one of the most re- other articles at Number One-B- ,
of the prairies In shadow or Bunshlne tales. Last year we succeeded In rais- below this stones Ib 6 feet by 2 feet 9 Inches and
however, was the plain
in
Number Four,
sites
all
the dicate that a large settlement once Is an unending play of color, from the
markable defensive
ing ,ome 125 bales of good clean cot- ruin, and I have called It Number 4 feet in height, the other 4 feet by
This covers a large area of coun prehistoric world.
existed at this place.
The close almost black purples of the stems and ton, and were
One.
2 feet and 2 Inches in height.
enough enthused to
My In try; about a mile southwest ot Pes
The defensive wall Is south ot the proximity to water and large agricul- trunks of the chapparal
growths, contract for COO acres for thlB year,
dian said that this was
a slirlne
Number One.
In Rio Oso canon. In fact. middle of the mesa and cuts oft the tural areas would be enough Inducethrough every shade and tint of blues,
"in addition to this there will be
from ment to draw a good sized population
lns
An area of about one-hal- f
mile by where the Indians went every morn almost In the river bed Itself, are pueblo as well as the
pinks, yellows, and greens to the soft 700 acres of beans planted, a large
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vocate saloon regulation that ProhibiGarcia, the need and good of
does not prohibit and it ls up
tion
tution of the state. As we stated at oklllfully, and energetically.
The of work of a satisfactory character Lyears from now.' It may be out of spraying are
If.
nerrh
his
set forth and
to
the outset, every one connected with latest bulletin of the Bureau of Im was accomplished, even though the question to secure such a park at any advice should fullyheeded
occup77;s,d"en7,'Uch;.r.n
by New MexJ
the University thinks a great deal of migration points out two methods departments were taxed to their full price. Every progressive town nnd ico orchardists.be
prove
regulation regulates..
"iBAico, nia devoted adherents
will
for
this
particumakes
the
work
of
provision
the city
city
No
Increasing
capacity by
one which prove successful:
Albuquerque.
discover
he must play Just as
The temperance wave has struck much thethai,
"The Bureau of Immigration desires both In the College and the Experi- lar need and Santa Fe should not
would for a moment think of taking
of
One
the
few
tyrant as President Diaz
irrigated valleys even
The time devoted to lag behind these. . Says the St. Louis of eastern New Mexico
th school away. We desire it to mean to renew Its collection of New Mex- ment Station.
Albuquerque, for the last issue is doing now.
north of the
The character and
as much to Albuquerque In the future ico agricultural and horticultural pro- teaching was slightly Increased, and 'I'mes:
of the State Democrat, published nutura nf a
.
on
a
Pecos
been
has
the
orPajarlto,
" e""ureillt mUBl COn- "New York haa one municipal
..
.nlomnlv In n ,llt
rtlono.
as before, even more as we grow. On ducts during the coming season. This the demands irom different parts ot
tW
few miles from Tucumcarl,
Before
ta"
the other hand we desire that Albu- collection, now in the Secretary's of- the territory for assistance In almost ganization which seems to us to prove there were any towns or settlements ial that drink cause, cirrhosis of
nat2T
t I,reVfll",
with farming clearly that this city which boasts of
the liver, and the Albuquerque Morn- - TmoL
querque mean as much to the Uni- fice at Albuquerque, has been very every line connected
in
on
the
farmers
that
that
section,
before. its swiftness and Its magnitude is,
" t"'
ing Journal on the same day In an
versity In the future as it ever did. useful at several expositions and also was much greater than ev
C
In which little stream have had fields and a
M
eloquent editorial points out the dan-- : very high
isui over ana aDove mat an, we want as an attraction for visitors arid per- In addition to this it was found neces- after all, a very good place
few
small
orchards
under
cultivation,
the University to mean more to the sons desiring practical information as sary in some departments to start to reside.
but
It
until
remained
the
Is
present
day
name
to
long
ill
order
"The organization's
'
It Is de- new lines of investigation,
entire state than It ever did before. to New Mexico's products.
the surin the to organize a plan
1Twe,V0 Nw Orleans
ballot box
V,
In short it should be 'The University sirable to keep the collection fresh meet the growing demands for Infor and formidable, but we give It,
The McKlnley
County Republican stutters, presumably Democrats
flood waters of the Pajarlto
meanplus
its
will
are
readers
Such
that
grasp
investigations
hope
.
of New Mexico,' not merely an Albu- and attractive and to make it as rep- mation.
contem-'Fe
ls
tHat
"Santa
though that makes no difference
on for the purpose of ing without being troubled by Its ver- available for a storage system that Is
querque University and
school." were sent to the
only - the resentative as possible of the whole being carried
calculated to reclaim 30,000 acres, plating a manual training
for
penitentiary
As the present season proassisting to solve prrolema of much bositythe Bureau of Recreation, of
contemmore
than
Fe
ls
Santa
'University of New Mexico,' in name. country
doing
at
the production from which will be,
eight months, which ls a wholesome
is gresses samples of exceptionally good Importance to some particular district the City Department of Parks.
"The University, of
course,
a
contract
has
It
signed
to
plating.
a
million dollars. Thus mod
set in a region where
example
"This organization has Just taken least,
or to give prompt re
young, and, so to speak, in its swadd fruit, grain and truck will be very of the territory,
for the equipment and ls preparing a ,one-hal- f
of the citizenship Is denied
lief to some special localities where a step which proves that its members ern enterprise and science will, with
de- - :the ballot
manual
for
its
ling clothes as yet. The fault, If gratefully received by the Bureau of
building
next
training
in
in
the
a
the
few
defiance of the Constltu-partmen- t,
years, multiply
Each sample sent ug crops are threatened with new pests are wise and humane individuals;
such we desire to call It, Is one of Immigration.
Hlon of the United Staes. ,
or where questions arise step which Is worthy of being an- resources of New Mexico manifold.
or
will
and
credit
be
diseases;
carefully
preserved
youth and circumstance, raster, than
of policy.
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Islets Pueblo Grant
1,085
11,020
Albuquerque
. .2,204
Fitfct Ward
Second ward
,
3,122
Third ward
2,472
AN ODD LETTER Fourth ward
3,402
No. 1, San Jose
1.433
No. 2, Del Rls
312
,
No. 3, Alameda ....
654
Writer
About License No. 4, Ranchos de
479
.
Albuquerque.
to Hold "Astrological
No. 5, Los Barelas
1,134
No. 6, Los Padlllas ...... ,
1,497
Fete" in Santa Fe
No. 7, San Antonio
348
No. 8, Los Grlegos
740
No. 9, Ranctros de Atrlsco
548
HE
CAN
PICK
SOUL MATF
No. 10, Escobosa
372

skape. It Is hoped that conditions putatlons (or a llvelng but could by
or less cruda; the various strata
will permit of gravelling the road in "se'g map (ephemeris) of yr, born &
have not been tested as passed
TO
OF
Its present condition, which after one 1 for each yr. of computation having TRIBUTARY
through and the gasoline engines so
thorough wetting will present an ex- Hapnaeis Key out msbelelve in ocfar used it Is believed are too small.
Two Big Pump Schemes.
tremely fine and usable wearing sup curence on such plans as this is the
face.
THE CAPITAL Two attractive
age eddlccatlon. I was born in Ind.
pumping proposl- iFARMINGTQN LINE
railed 0. lived I, T. & here, am a
tlons have been under consideration
Queer Latter,
for some time past in the valley. From
Acting Attorney General Harry S. farmer & about all that speaks here
an engineering point ot view the plan
Clancy thinks the "high water" mark and works for the G. O. P.
Pecos
Power
Fur
Plant
to
on
Up
of Ernest H. Fisher and associates to Engineers Running ne
Mr. Clancy's Answer,
has been reached In the flood of freak
secure water rights on the upper Penish Electricity for Es-tanc- ia
Mr, Clancy's reply Is as follows:
letters received at his office with the
Chama, and Rio del Oso,
cos and transmit some five thousand
April 25, 1911.
letter of a man of Portales who asks
. Rio Arriba Co.
Valley
Your letter of the 19th
horsepower from a hydro-electri- c
him it a license will be necessary to Dear Sir:
miles to the center
plant seventy-twgive an astrological public fete In Inst, addressed to Hon. Nathan Jaffa,
of the valley la a most interesting
Santa Fe, assisting the young resi territorial secretary, has been refer PUMPING
FROM SMALL WELLS scheme. Fisher's first
WILL
LANDS
TIMBER
OPEN
dents of the ancient city to pick their ed to me for reply.
proposition wasj
No, 11,. Pajarito
347
to secure a certain number ot con
I do not believe that any of the
soul mates.' His wonderful zodiacal
N
j.,..
No. 12, Albuquerque
T7u7,7
tracts from farmers, for ten years
.....5,711 chart will tell you whether or not you ' county authorities would demand that
. And Tell You If You Have the
No. 13, Old Albuquerque
Prospects in Torrance County each, to use from 12 to 15 Inches of Railroad to Be Constructed by
2.143 enjoy hard
s
work; whether you despise j you obtain a license for giving
Idea
of
No,
San
292
14,
water at a cost of $3 per acre, enough
Speculative
'i
Ignaclo
for Good Crops This Year
Ownert of Juan Jose
and just how alert as an editor trologlcal Public rete's free to all,"
No. 22, La Tlieras
849
to guarantee the cost of the transmisyou may become and what success a 'and then passing the hat for the' pur- Excellent.
Everything
Lovato Grant,
No. 23, San Antonio ...... .... 840
line
sion
and poles. A cost of one
fellow will have to get ., measures pose of allowing those of the audiNo. 26, Albuquerque
f
cents
.5,809 "thru the legislature,
and
horse
power
per
ence who feel so disposed to contri
Judge Wright at Alamogordo, has No. 28, AtrlBCO
With a two years' experience calcuDon Manuel 8. Salazar, who arrived
, 428
The communication is so exciting bute for the purpose, as I understand lated to discourage the most con- hour was the figure quoted by Fisher,
approved the bond for (15,000 tiled by No. 34, Chllili
437
the
Western
or
Com on the Denver and Rio Grande train
General
Electric
Before firmed
that Mr. Clancy has given it in full to it, of defraying expenses.
the
the people of Lincoln In the, county No. 35, Los Duranes
over
half
'with
optimist;
to go in on the proposition with
821
from Chamlta, Rio Arriba county, lata
the New Mexican, the name only of starting on your campaign, however, original new comers returned east in pany
teat fight with Carrlzozo. The tran Government Power-Sit- e
500 gallon pumps .installed.
Withdrawals. the
It I would suggest that you lay this matomitted.
correspondent
on Saturday evening, brings the Inbeing
are
who
the
crlpt In the case li being prepared
staying
e
people
disgust,
Four new water power-sitThe
Is that of the
with is as
other
proposition
fulter before the county authorities,
follows;
for the U. S. supreme court by Su drawals,
by the Estancla valley are the pick of Westlnghouse people for the erection formation that a camp of railroad surembracing 7,549 acres, were
N. M., April 17, 1911,
ly explaining what you desire to do all boosters, and are stubbornly stay- of a gas
preme Court Clerk Jose D. Sena.
made during the month of March as Hon. Portales,
producer plant in connection veyors is establishing a permanent
them
from
Ter'l
what
.Nathan Jaffa,
and ascertaining
Secy.
For the Treasury,
ing with a proposition which they are with a bonding scheme which it is line on the Juan Jose Lobato grant In
result of the Hold investigations
the
am
Mr.
I
is.
matter
of
Jaffa
Dear
Adcontemplat their opinion
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero of the United States Geological Sup
going to make win In the end.
understood would furnish power at a Rio Arriba county recently acquired
Replying to your other Inquiry as versity, year after year, with every reasonable cost.
has received the sum of $50 from vey. A total of 1,400,571 acres now ing visiting several towns and give
It Is understood by E. B. Skinner and J. W. Mullen of
all
tor
should
Public
Fete's
whether
make
free
to
month
Astrological
applicayou
Traveling Auditor C. V. Safford for stand withdrawn for power purposes,
promise of rain month after
there Is a difference of some 150,000 Colorado Springs. The line runs from
to
course
but
the
to
of
for
hat
Territorial
In
the
tion
defray
paBS
feazed
these
Engineer
bank examiner's fees.
unfulfilled, has not
In the cost of the two plans. One of Chamita on the Denver and Rio GranIn the following Btates.
expenses, riding from place to place the privileges of operating a small domitable farmers and every man now these
In Delaware,
propositions or a similar one 1b de railroad up the Chama river and
Acres.
and camping out, and if I can make pump upon your claim, the said pump living on a claim on the vast plateau
Jacobo Arizona
Insurance
Commissioner
bound to win. The farmers want the then along the Rio del Oso to the
107,650 $1.25 day, that's better than I can do
having a capacity of two barrels of of the Estancla valley may be relied pumping system; they are convinced Sierra de la Qallina near the summit
Chaves has received a letter from
.... 63,689 here grubbing mesqulte a day or two water a minute when the wind blows, on when It comes to the show down,
California....,
'
A.
M,
Deputy Commissioner P.
that they must have irrigation to in- of the Continental divide. While the
Colorado
204,683 a week but If license is required that I have to
say .that I do not believe They are all there to stay and all sure against drouth and they will main object is to reach the splendid
Llenau stating that he Is in , Dela Idaho
........
231.S98 knocks it in the head. I've fixed to
that "either the, Territorial Engineer, there to make good if It takes another take up whatever plan is most feas- timber of that section, yet, this railware on business which may keep Minnesota
3,619 lrregate Some & have a pump capable
wm ever question three or four years, or longer.
nol. m one
him there the remainder of the week, Montana
ible from every point of view. Mean- road which Is to be built without un
.'. ...i... 126,047 of throw'g 2 lib ot water a mln. but
your right to extract this water from
Booze Again,
A newspaper representatlvo- while,: those who have left, most of necessary delay, and perhaps, this
Nevada....
16,395 when, the wind blows only, should I the
an
ground without having filed
week whom proved, up on their clalma, are summer, will form an important and
last
the
visited
Estancla
valley
Captain Fred Fornoff "received word New Mexico
9,706 ask the Ter'l Ir'n Eng 'f or priveledgc
application for' permit so to do. On found the anomalous condition of n awaiting to Bee what "the other fel the most difficult portion of the air
today from Mounted Policeman J. A, Oregon,-...; ....i.'iij,'. 161,777 to run that small pump bn my claim? the
1 beiieve
that you prospect. for a prosperous season with lows" are going to do. They may be line standard gauge railway from Du- contraryBeal that he had arrested two sol- Utah.
; 347,252 I'll enclose program of A. fete.
;.
should be encouraged to further de- the farmers puzzled over the prob expected to return even In greater rango, Colorado, and Farmington, San
diers for being drunk and attacking
I thank you in advance.
80,386
Washington........
velop your well and Install a puaip lem ot bow to take advantage of it. numbers if the pumping plan is prov Juan county, to Santa Fe. It is betheir lieutenant, The soldiers' names Wyoming
- Very Reap!
............. 58,889
of raising at least tour bar-rel- s It has rained more over there this en profitable on the plateau.
'
About lieved that eventually a branch line
are Brooks and Klamm. They are
Character reading of each of the capable
of water a minute.
than for years and while more the abundance ot the underground wa- will be run down the White Rock
held for the U. S. court
spring
12
is
as
difference
characters
follows:
V.
Total..
1,400,571
Yours very truly,
rain is needed It, Is believed, that the ter supply there Is no doubt and canon to Albuquerque, thus also givElk From Colorado?
'
'
'
(The writer then draws a picture
Many Autos.
H. S. ClANCY,
year, following so many Beasons of there are many places where it is al- ing tho Duke City a direct line to
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P.
A great many automobiles
have similar to that of a clock's face, only
AsisBtant Attorney General. drouth will be a good one all the way ready practically an artesian flow.
Farmington. The engineers and surGable has received word from Wyo- been purchased by citizens of Las there are no hands to point to the
veyors camped for several days near
Good Wheat Crop.
through. Ground is being broken ovming authorities that the law of Wy- Cruces and automobile men state that figures. These numbers evidently rep- CARLSBAD LIKE SANTA FE
Those who put out winter wheat the home of Mr. Salazar.
er large areas especially over on the
oming will not permit sending elk to the present number will be doubled resent what he refers to as "houses"
HAS PROGRESSIVE MAYOR. higher edge ot the plateau nearest the last year are doing finely.
In many
this territory or out of that state. Mr. within a very short time after the and the first is "occupation" the secmountains and here and there through places the stand is a foot high or SANTA FE WILL
Gable is negotiating pvlth Colonel J. road has been opened. A great deal ond is adaptability; the third Is the General Clean-u- p
Is
In
out the whole valley; but the farmers more.
Campaign
HAVE PLEASURE GROUND.
B. Dawson of Steamboat Springs, Colof freighting has taken place over the house of Zodiacal signs.) He con
Northwest of Estancla it is estihave learned their lesson and while
City Park Has Been Put
;
orado, to see if some Colorado elk road even in its present loose condi- tinues:
In Fine Shape.
want
some
there
500
acres
Is
mated
is
in A. Staab and Or. John H. Sloan Dthe outlook
tiopeful, they
at reasonable tion, which Is much preferable to any "What house is opposite, which is
may be
purchased
some better Insurance than the treach winter wheat with as much southonate Ground on South Side for
available road at this time.
The detrimental, weakness, affinity, and
figures and brought to the territory.
N. M., April 22. The erous rainfall which has betrayed west, no one farmer however, having
Carlsbad,
Purpose.
Agricultural Commencement Program. city of EI Paso Is going to aid finan by measurement by square, so if I'd city administration elected a year ago their confidence in the past few years. over forty acres.
The following Is the program for cially as the road in the lower sec- state that I didn't sterelize square is still on the Job.
Extensive im- Consequently, the pumping plan bug
mounOver
the
along
edge of the
Mayor Sellgman rejoices because he
the annual commencement of the New tions will enable the rural inhabi that each assumed all risk of con- provements
are being made this has got into the head of nearly ev tains the fanners say there has been has obtained from A. Staab and Dr. J.
Mexico Agriculture college at Mesllla tants to go to that city.
tracting microbe germs by all uselng spring. About sixty-fiv- e
blocks will ery man in the valley and thero is more rain than for six or seven
H. Sloan parcels of land on Capitol
years
Park for this year: Saturday, May 13,
'The territory has reason to feel same square would leave me Irrespon- be graded by the end of the month, every reason to believe that it is goand in many places they report the Hill for a park and public playground.
exercises of music department; Sun- pleased with the resultB secured from sible if some caught smallpox would fifty blocks being already completed.
ing to result in the real beginning of soil, a rich chocolate loam, almost Together with Mr. Staab he went over
day, May 14, baccalaureate sermon; the money expended and with the n't it? I'll take the first house and This district has been made a sprink- prosperity for the valley. The farm-r- too wet for
working. If the farmers the ground this morning. A tract ot
ork going on In Bernalillo, Santa Fe you can try on some one and see the ling district and regular sprinkling
day;
Monday, May 15, examination
have been "shown"; they recog were not carrying more or less of a ten acres Is desired and the other
Tuesday, May 16, graduation exercisas and San Miguel counties. The Cam-- Value AH born between 2 to
ot the itreets will begin May 1st. In nize that dry farming is a science that burden as a result of the past three owners are Chief Justice W. H. Pope,
of the preparatory department;
lno Real promises to be connected (mo) I find 6 farmers here in Valley addition the town has had general has made possible the farming of years of drouth the prospect would be J. H. Gerdea and a third
party who
nesday, May 17, class day exercises, up and afford a means of travel from
Character reading arles
Practically every place large areas hitherto thought useless; splendid; as it is it is much more will undoubtedly follow the example
cleaning up.
alumni banquet at night; Thursday, one end of the territory to the other
with
after
out
connected
the
found
have
has
that
also
dry
but
Bewer,
than
1st house, guided by Mars
for
months
they
you
many
hopeful
past set by Mr. Staab and Dr. Sloan and
May 18, commencement exercises, alu- in a most encouraging, short space ot were obedient & dutiful for other sev- much urging by the authorities.- - The farming needs a certain amount of and with a
plucky set of boosters thus assure to Santa Fe a much demni
business meeting, commencecondition of Carlsbad has never been rainfall during the season and that working busily all the time on the sired
time.
en slgnB sickly, troublesome &
playground.
ment ball at night.
"The county of Bernalillo Is inde
You dlellke
manual
labor, so good in the history of the town. there are times when the Estancla solution ot the Irrigation
problem
C. H. McLenathen,
the mayor, Is valley doesn't supply this rainfall. In there ,can be no doubt of the final
Governor Is Home.
pendently working south to the coun quick tempered, generous, Animal feel
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Governor Mills returned at noon to ty line, where it will doubtless be tak ing so live on a normal animal plane about early and late, directing the favorable seasons, a farmer with a outcome. An engineer, it is under(Small Holding Claim No. 4314.)
a pumping plant might not need it at stood, will be brought out before long
day from Las Vegas where he deliv- en up by the citizens of Socorro and enjoying plenty of meat theoretical In Improvements under way. It Is
(013774 Coal Land.)
ered an address last night to the 7. Valencia counties. The peopla of this taste, 1. e. like the speculative side of matter of pride with the mayor to all; on tie other hand, it will save to go over the gas producer or hydro(Republication.)
iM. C. A. of the Meadow City. The section realize the benefit of a good everything, endulge in the Phylosophy make the town sanitary and beautiful. bis crops and his prospects when the electric plant proposition and make
B
a careful examination of the whole Department of tho Interior,
governor had the unusual experience road and will doubtless avail them- of- - the untried Positive in everything B, M. Thome, the street commission- emergency comes.
United States Land Office.
of riding on the same train from Las selves of forest service funds
and from disposition on down tho if you er, hag given much time to the street
There Is no doubt that pumping situation. Meanwhile those in the
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 20, 1911.
Vegas as far as Lamy with two al county levies to insure Its rapid com agree in subjects of descursion You work now nearlng completion. They from the underflow is the only thing valley who have been conducting the
Notice Is hereby given that the folleged dynamiters and four detectives pletion from Bernalillo county line don't take the Negative. You're origa- have had the backing of the entire which will put Estancla valley farm well tests are furnishing data which
nal, Independent a good reosoner, board, Judge C. R. Brlce, C. M, ing, 'on a safe, Bure permanent and will be of the utmost importance to lowing named claimants have filed noguarding them. The alleged dyna- to Dona Ana."
tice ot their intention to make final
the general situation.
self reliant a natural born organizer Cooke, and W. S. Jolley.
Road Matters.
substantial basis.
miters are those arrested the other
,
Mayor McLenathen and I. S. Os
Territorial
The people realize they need the
There is no doubt about what the proof in support of his claim under
day in Indianapolis charged with asEngineer Charles D. i. e. polical Your first in new parties,
sisting in the blowing up of the Los Miller has returned from Dona Ana frateurnally; the founder of lodge borne have put the city park in shape, pumping system; and they are going Estancla valley will raise with water sections 10 and 17 of the act of March
to forty 3 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
Angeles Times. Several other alleged county where the recent road move- posts boo your entertaining & great Two months ago it looked worBe than to get It Just how is the problem to do It with. Thirty-fiv- e
Is now graded and over which
they are now cogitating bushels of corn to the acre have been by the act of February il, 1893 (27
dynamiters will pass through Lamy ment has been probably the largest church workers if religious tho you the city dump. It
to
out
of
kinds.
The
set
trees
tomany
on their way to the coast today or
and conferring.
raised and while corn in this valley, Stats., 470), and that said proof will
of organized are for most in good or bad as raised.
public demonstration
morrow.
road work In this territory. Within your ambitious, it encourages you in trees are coming and before long the
Pumping is not guess work in this it is believed, will figure chiefly as a be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
be
the
of
the
will
&
park
law
demon
pride
you candidly speak city
New Hydrographer.
making
feed crop it will be a most important S Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on May
the extremely short space of time devalley. It has been better
town.
G. H. RuBsell has been detailed to voted to this work 18 miles of road your sentiments, fearing nothing
strated than the public Is aware. Doz item. Wheat potatoes and beans are 22, 1911, viz.: Eplmenlo A. Mlera
G,
F.
set
to
has
trees
out
Its
If
is
license
truth
along
the
have
Tracy
ens
of
territorial
of
engi- have been built, 20 miles have been
already the most paying crops; their market transferee of Pedro Montoya, Cuba,
the department
pumping plants
the streets in north Carlsbad and oth ber-- installed and many are now In Is sute and they will always be profit N. M., for the claim 4314, in Sees. 29,
neer by the U. S. geologlca lsurvey at grubbed, all at the expenditure
of tell, do, etc. regardles of who it hits,
and make good erwise Improved this part of the successful operations while present able.
30 and 31, T. 20 N, R. 1 W., N. M. P.
Denver to aid in the collection of
$5,000, together with the UBe of free you despise frauds
The following bill has been drafted M. & B.
data. The territorial en- labor and road tax. It la hoped that editors and get measures thru legisla-tu- r town. Major E, P. Bujac and others experiments will have a most import
set
out about five thousand ant bearing on the situation.
by the reBt of the world center'g have
and sent Delegate W. H. Andrews for He names the following witnesses
gineer's department now has two ex sufficient funds will be received tc
What Is Being Done.
Introduction;
and plans are complete this road connecting up the In gossip & because nones alert as trees along the banks of the Pecos
to prove his actual continuous adpert hydrographers
The
river.
has
is
Is
Cemetery Association
A test well south of Mcintosh
such that an active campaign will be remaining gap of 11 miles within the you & for the reoson, presented
"Be It enacted by the Congress of verse possession of said tract for
the
out
had
set
and
'cemetery graded
throwing 259 gallons a minute out of the United States; That the sum of twenty years next preceding the sur
made this spring and summer to col next two weeks.
This will make license for approval, yourself opinion- a a
large number of trees. The Santa a three inch pipe and is watering suc- five thousand dollars Is
lect flood measurements resulting the road complete extending for a dis- ated, heady; egotistical (looking for
hereby appro- vey of the township, viz.:
Fe
the
railway
slice
is
fixing
for
grounds
up
yourselfB.) Naturaly
cessfully some twenty acres. Morgan priated to be expended in precinct
from melting snows and rains. The tance of 30 miles from Dona Ana tc good big
Atanaclo Jaramlllo, J. J. Salazar,
& hard .to control by others, around the depot, building concrete and Buchanan near Mortarty are exleader
with the the Town of Anthony on the New
No. 7, Torrance county, New Mexi- Celso Sandoval, Reyes Lucero, all of
engineer is also
walks and slicking up the park north perimenting with a spiral pump with
cannot
or
be
forced
originate
driven,
co, which includes the town of Es- Cuba, N. M.
forest service and all gaging stations Mexico line, where the road will conThe roads into , town a lift ot some 26 feet and it is said
own ideas & ways of doing of the depot.
on forest reserves will be maintained nect with the highway built by El your
tancla, for the purpose of sinking and
Any person who desires to protest
and bridges put in they have a new pump on the way
are
dont
being
Not
you
graded
quarelsome.
things.
and operated at the expense of the Paso county at a cost of $7,500 per
testing wells to determine the under against the allowance of said proof
be- which will be tried out
order.
Concrete
are
them
nor
allow
four flow water available for
medle
with
others
good
One
bridges
bf
this mile.
Irrigation by
forest service. The results
knows of any substantial rea- medle with you. You dont wish oth- ing built whenever a new bridge is inch well of those being tested in the pumping, such sum to be expended or who
movement will benefit the territory
ann iinripr ihtt InwR And rpmilatinna of
Ju discussing the work Mr. Miller ers to
& dont care, needed.
300 gallons a
bus'
threw
your
question
recently,
valley,
the
direction
and
under
are
measurements
as far as the water
supervision ,ho InterIor Department why such
said today; ,
On the whole Carlsbad has never minute for ten hours without lower
what's the other fellow's, for employ
of the United States reclamation
concerned and the government in its
"Until the last few days when the ment regard metals, house-bulld'proof should not be allowed will be
had the overhauling It is undergoing lng the water level five feet.
service."
forest policy.
available funds were utilized, there smiths machinery, fire dept, army A this year. Public Bplrited citizens are
given an opportunity at the above- horizontal
An
American
centrifugal
e
Moving Camp,
mentioned time and place to
were employed some 200 teams dis dangerous persults. Cattle dealer. at the helm and take pride In a clean numo was used. W. E.
RIDE ACROSS COUNTRY.
Wright who
Word is received from Socorro tributed
of said claimwftnesaea
the
the above mentioned horse breaking, cook, butcher, ship well kept municipality.
along
lives three miles east ot Estancla, WOMAN MAKES LONG
that a force of 25 convicts is being road In five camps. The sand condiant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
wrlght let your house be 1st & most
while digging a pump pit had the
moved from Silver City to Socorro tions were
substituted by claimant
difficult but in conspicuous in town well In & E front. FOREST HEADQUARTERS AT'
extremely
water boll up from the bottom and
Miss Nan Jane Asplnwall, a Mo- ot that
to start work on the Improvement such
MANUEL R. OTERO,
places the road has been graded Your roving, not satisfied with- the
ALBUQUERQUE
ARE MOVED. fill the pit within a few feet of the ntana woman, Is riding horseback
of the Blue Canyon road between
Register.
up and capped with from- eight to present long, inclined to like to be
surface. When pumping 300 gallons from San Franclaco to New York,
Socorro and Magdalena, onoe one 'of ten inches of
Register.
The headquarters of the Manzano a minute the level was pulled down
heavy clay and adobe noticed & predominate in everything
bearing s message from Mayor Mcthe most Important highways in the soil. With the working in of the but the 6 bouse exalts to you the 8 & and Zunl national forests were
yester lo within ten feet of the top only.
Carthy to Mayor Gaynotf She Is uncountry, connecting the two chief sand and adobe the road will present 10th generally gets the best ot a deal day moved to the new federal build
B. Y. Duke, two miles south of Es- accompanied
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
and has
completed
cities, and the work will be rushed a very good surface. Material is on from you. you delight with the 6 & 9 ing at Albuquerque. Supervisor
tancla has a twelve Inch well 130 more than one-hal- f
of her Journey.
(Small Holding Claim.)
This plotur-esqu- e the
as rapidly as possible.
&
2nd
own
in
house
two
for
force
and his
steel bridges over
of men of the feet deep, with a Chinese bucket pump
your
parter
ground for
(013785.)
route is In very bad shape, so the
7
6
&
Tues.
bus'.
for
and
Manzano
Zunl
were
and
forests
lucky day
larger irrigation canals crossing
busy with which last year he irrigated
(Republication.)
; THE PROPER COURSE
bad that overland travelers
have the road.
The road engineer has mo. are your lucky months. 8th is O- all day fixing: the office files and twolve acres ot land, pumping as high
Department of the Interior,
been taking the road via Lemitar, been instructed to proceed with the pposite you. you take a subordinate re- desks to suit him. The roof ot the as 600
gallons a minute. He uses Information ef Priceless Vslu
to
United States Land Office.
which Is much longer. The Blue Canwork as rapidly as the pledges Which lation- to those of the 10th house. The ederal building Is so arranged that 0 Lane and Bowler perforated casing.
Santa Fe, N.. M., Feb. 20, 1911.
Every Santa Fs Citizen.
yon road when completed will be a have been made by various communi 2nd and 7th house is to your detri- hellographlc tests can be made with
A well on the McGllllvray
place
Notice is hereby given that the fol
great convenience to the sheep men ties and parties In this country, be ment. Your classed bilious Temper great satisfaction from it Owing to west of Estancla, tested by a governHow to act In an emergency is lowing named claimants have filed noand others who make frequent trips come available.
The Road Commis- ment require out door exercise. ret the moving any celebration no fur ment geologist, lowered the water
knowledge of inestimable worth, and tice of their Intention to make final
to the interior of the county in their sion has taken a
personal Interest in after meals would aid indigestion ther tests with the heliograph were level only a few Inches after pump this is particularly true of the disease
proof In support of his claim under
automobiles, the short route enabling this work, and has given every en which leads to rheumatism & classes made yesterday but it is expected to ing 250 gallons a minute for some
and ills of the human body, If you sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
them to make in less than a day a couragement possible. It la anxious you unreosonable & your subject to start In again on Monday with a time.
disorsuffer with backache, urinary
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
series of tests from the University on
trip that formerly took three or four to see the road completed, not only hayfeyer, asthma; If big necked
A well west of Estancla on the
or
form
trouble, by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
the Mesa east of town and the federal "reen place, drilled 760 feet by popu- ders,adviceanycontainedof inkidney
days.
for the benefit that the towns and
the
following
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
affinity marry one taller in 11, building. If these prove successful, a lai subscription, It is said, has come the
Entries of Irrigated Land.
communities will receive locally, but
statement will add
valuable asset be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
The local United States land offlca from the fact that 30 miles of graded house or If tall one short stature station will be established in the very near being an artesian proposl to
What
store
ot
knowledge.
your
S. Ct. Comr,, at Cuba, N, M., on May
has received notification from the in road will be added to the present thelre scelntic turn of mind and If mountains for further work with this tlon. This well was drilled 800 feet
could he more convincing proof of the 22. 1911. viz.; Meregllda G. Mlera,
terior "department that no entry shall constructed portion ot the ' Camlno you take after your father or mother apparatus.
Into the rock and the water seeps
than
Pills
Doan's
of
Kidney
efficiency
of A. Dunn
and J. M.
transferee
hsreafter be made and no entryman Real, to eventually extend from Ra your roving rash, headstrong & fond
bark in again as fast as pumped out
'
statement of Santa Fe citliens
by her agent, Eplmenlo A.
near Estancla last the
Matthews,
Mr. Abbott
permitted to go upon lands reserved ton to El Paso. The citizens of Donu of society & speculation while such
who have been permanently cured?
N. M., for the claim in
for Irrigation purposes until the secre- Ana county are extremely alive to the marriages would tend to correct same FoSfey
Mlera,
Cuba,
year, irrigated thirty acres success
Mrs. Bernards D. de Escudero, 106
tary of the interior shall have estab- value of this road and are highly & you could be able teachers, preachfully with a amnll well without low- Griffin St., Santa Fe, N. M., says: "I Sees. 29 and 32, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N.
M. P. M. ft B.
lished the unit of acreage and fixed pleased with the results
QUICK IN RESULTS ering the water level when pumping
received. ers, Journalists, lawyers. Politicians, TONIOIN ACTION
hold just as high an opinion ot Doan's
He names the following witnesses
the hardeat He used a four horse
the water charges and the date when W. A, Sutherland has taken the etc, or that Profession where you'd
Give prompt relief from BACKACHE,
I
with 6
and will put Kidney Pills today, as when publicly to prove his actual continuous adthe water can bs applied, and make leading interest Jn the work
and Bupreme control, marriage
KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLE, power gasoline engine
1907.
recommended them in January,
of Bald tract lor
in a larger plant this year, it is un
verse possession
public announcement of the same; through his efforts much has been house is very congenial if you are figFor about a year I was bothered by
on rural life while your not a RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of the derstood.
'
twenty yeara next preceding the aur-veprovided that where entries made accomplished.
A great deal of free uring
across
my
weakness
a
ache
dull
and
of the townBhip, viz.:
Dilley brothers, between Estancla
prior to June 25, 1910, have been or labor haa been pledged, but has not farmer could deal with .cattle and KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of tha
tried easily and
break horses as ahes a farmers wife BLADDER
and Willard, are Installing a 15 horse loins and kidneys. I
Luciano GonzaleB, Celso Sandoval,
may be relinquished! in whole or in been
all annoying URINARY
and
but the understanding & scientific. If
severe
on
secured,
exertion
pains
brought
you work at your
power Fairbanks Morse engine and any
J. J. Salazar, all
part, the lands so elinqulshed shall is that active measures will be made
in my back. Hearing Doan's Kidney Atanaclo Jaramlllo,
trade find your mate in the 9 house IRREGULARITIES. A positive boon to Gould pump at a cost of some $800.
be subject to settlement and entry to secure this valuable work.of Cuba, N. M.
The ahes
induced
was
I
of,
Pills
highly
spoken
roving ft would be' congenial ft MIDDLE AGED and ELDERLY
(Ten or twelve new wells ranging
under the homestead law as amended Mexican
Any person who desires to protest
bepeople along the road have fond of travel,
from 100 to 1C0 feet deep are now to try them. The result proved
PEOPLE and for WOMEN.
by an act entitled, "An act appropri- been Its
against the allowance of said proof
'
Pills
One
a
strongest
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that
Doan's
doubt
Kidney
.
4
dethink
I
yond
&
then
much
hrs,
class eaches
H. M, Beatty, Little Rock, Ark., ready to test. It Is very
reaating the receipts from the sale and man stated in a recent public- meeting
The cure or who knows of any substantial
ft says. "For two years I have been sired to persuade Uncle Sam to put live up to representations.
charlcter istlo
predominating
disposal of the public lands in certain that it was the
son under the laws and regulations ot
man
needed
who
this
relief
remedy
poor
and
positive
measurement
severe
a
In
trouble.
view
troubled
about
down
phrenological
dozen
construcwith
deep experiment
kidney
states and territories to the
such
the road more than anyone else be- the fact, that audiences I've held, you The pains across my buck and over wells, at a cost of as much bb $50,000, brought, has led me to praise it on the Interior Department why
tion of irrigation works for the reclaproof should not be allowed will be
he was the one who had to could heard a pin fall is interesting my hips were so bad that they almost In order to have absolutely scientific mors than one occasion."
cause
lands."
d
mation of arid
walk. While the road built Is at pres- enough to proove"' Interest in the sub meant death, to me at times, I used and exhiftiattve teat of the water pos
For sale by all dealers. Pries 60 given an opportunity at the
e
Census of County Preolnots.
time and place to
loose condition, ject
a
Co., Buffalo,
several well known kidney remedies sibilities. Nearly a thousand dollars cents. Foster-MllburThe population of Bernalillo coun- ent in very dusty,
of said claimwitnesBea
the
United
for
the
the material used for surfacing Is, P. '8. I've been bref but not know which gave me no relief until I used has already been expended by public New York, sols agents
ty precincts and the city wards of Alant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
such upon application of moisture, lng birth till I could locate house, Foley Kidney Pills, and these I can subscription and while the work has States.
buquerque under the 1910 census, is
Remember the name Doan's and ot that substituted by olalmant.
either by flooding or rains, It will you'll pardon for being concise.
Itiuthfully recommend as they have been done as well as the funds would
as follows:
MANUEL) R. OTERO,
hard and ' durable
I don't follow astrological Star com- - made me sound and well." Sold by allow, It has ot necessity been more take no other.
23,600 compact In very
Bernalillo county ,
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Personal Mention. J

Secretary Jaffa, Is at the Palace hotel,
SCRATCHED FOR 20 YEARS.
Santa Fa Tuesday bringing along six
The Rev. Jules Deraohes and the
men to work on his ranch twelve Used D. D. D. Six Months All ItohRev. A. Haeltertnan left today for
Messen ng Gone.
mllea southwest Morlartr
This la the actual experlenoe of
Anne Croman, Santa Rosa, Call, with
the wonderful D. D. D. prescription,
th mild wash that gives Instant re- ilef i au form of skin trouble.
D. D. D. Is the proven Eczema Cure,
cleanses the skin of all Impurities
waaneg Bway blotches and pimple.,
mooth and
javlng the gkln
R
tfc
th(U 0( oMi
Get a 26c trial bottle. of his wonder- . .
,, v..

ger.
Mrs. Helen Plunkett Is here from
her home In Santa Fe for a visit with
ner mother, Mrs. M. J. Woods. She
arrived this afternoon. Las Vegas
Optic.
"Chief Forester A. C. Hlngland left
last night for Santa Fe to look into
matters connected with the forestry
at the capital.-AlbuquJournal.
Charles Easley, a well known attor- r
A
.. .
UJ
ro, iwum w Ik.
ney or eama r,.
Hal this morning, after a visit here
ill
D.
do
will
We know that D. D.
of several days' duration, Albuquer-mi-a
Phar
is claimed for it.
Capital
that
Herald.
Mrs. D. D. Stewart of Arkansas niacy.
City, Kansas, who has been vlsltlnj
relatives In California tor the past re4t and recreation and also to attend
two months, arrived today to visit to matters of interest to Santa Fe.
her nie-- e M'S. John V. Conway. She j
will reran 1 here a month beforo le--1
Tha Dance Thursday,
.
Of course you will go to the dance
turning hon-tDr. Standley G. Small, who was op- at the Palace Hotel Thursday. April
erated on some days ago for appendl- - 27,
is
cltls at St Vincent's Sanitarium,
This Is not to be an affair of any
getting along splendidly and will special "set" but of the city of Santa
likely be able to walk around In a Fe In whose Interest it is to be given
week.
under the auspices of that wideSheriff Meyer and his son who have awake and meritorious organization,
been in Santa Fa for the past few known as the Woman's Board of
days returned this morning after hav- Traae
ing a very nice time. The sheriff is
whch
oceedB of the
n..
.
.
.
now a thirty second degree Maso,
nf
M
'
Estancia Dally Herald.
In Sanla Fe, go toward the paving
Dr. Edgar L. Hewett, who has been
riFAruAnA nan motk that Vallia.
lecturing ir .New York City on Mayan
are Mng mad( t
lmprovement8
o
his
ects
sub
art and other
lowing
lazaondonly
arQmi
the
Guatemala
in
work
interes ing
y
in
to
1.
arrive
expected
past winter,
ho
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buquerque were guests at the Monte
zuma yesterday.
Judge Edward A. Mann returned to
Albuquerque last evening; after spend
ing ten days in the Capital
Charles 0. Richie, secretary of the
of Commerce, yesterday
W. H. Dearstyne, the well known Chamber
Is In the was a visitor in Albuquerque,
of
Denver,
salesman
paper
A. R. Manby, president of the Taos
city on business.
Veis here from
Hon. Charles A. Spless of Las ho- Valley Land Company,Palaoe hotel.
Taos. He is at the
the Palace
gas was registered at
Miss True is here again from her
tel last evening.
H.
Ranch in Espanola Valley.
J A. Maupin of Chicago and P. are Pajarito
She Is stopping at the Palace hotel.
Wa'daworth of Washington, lnd.,
Prince
L. Bradford
tourists at the Palace hotel.
well has returned from a visit to his ranch
the
Bodenhausen,
0. 8.
Jo- and orchard in the Espanola valley.
known dry goods salesman of St,
hotel.
V. Q. Haydon, member of the terseph, Mo., is at the Palace New Mexiritorial board of education, is here
L. H. Gibson, with the
town on from Las Vegas. He is at the Monteco Central, passed through
his way to Santa Fe. EBtancla Dally zuma hotel.
from
Qeorge Hardin came down
Herald.
.
where
Mounted Policeman J. V- - Collier Santa Fe yesterday morning
Guada- he has spent the past week. Estan- has returned from Vaughn,
cla Morning News.
lupe county.
Ana
Attorney E. A. Johnston made a
Felipe Lucero, sheriff of Dona
county, arrived in the city yesterday trip to the Duke City yesterday. were
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Lamy
with prisoners for the penitentiary.
bound for Albuquerque yesterday.
He is at the Coronado hotel.
R. S. Halke. advance agent of the
Emmet Wirt, a merchant and sheep
raiser of Dulee, the agency on. the Leonard Carnival Company, which
northhas been playing in Albuquerque, and
Jicarilla Apache reservation in
a
which opens here next Monday is in
ern Rio Arriba county. Is at the
the city.
on
hotel.
.
.
-,,.1, D cm- - passB through the plaza or slta and
Mayor Van Stone came down from lilt? LUUIU fl IUV nuiJ rttim, on
V. R. Bowe and C. E. Brainard. repbenches and admire. It. trees
of
the
and
In-- ,
after
organizer
quent
preacher
Life
Fe
morning,
yesterday
Santa
he
Then
carpet-law00
resenting the Pacific Mutual
in New Mexico, leave, at
ln
surance Company of California are in having spent several days in Santa Boy Scout,
a
Plaza
"lcrts
4 o'clock today for New York City for
Morn
or
Estancia
week
and
a
Fe
Albuquerque.
the cltv and will spend
""7 "- "H. will return he In
a vacation.
mnro horn fin buSinCSS,
ing News.
and evenings congregate all Santa Fa.
Mrs. Vera Rathburn and daughter the summer.
n A Larraiolo. the Democratic
"or these and other reasos the pav- Mrs. L. Bradford Prince, who has
leader and silver tongued orator of Catherine of Las Vegas, are visiting
wnlco w,
" '"Bu
'"K
of
the
tin
a mem- been attending
meeting
New Mexico, arrived in the city yes- her brother, K. M. Chapman,
P'aa. should receive
the ber of the staff of the New Mexico Daughters of the American Revolu- at
is
He
Las
Vegas.
from
1
terday
oet from Santa Fean plaza
tion in Washington is expected home
Museum.
Montezuma hotel.
to the ball are
to next week. Mrs. Prince has been in habitues. The tickets
returned
has
Franklin
and
Harry
freight
traveling
D.
"W.
those
Shea,
and certainly
enough
cheap
much
received
she
where
York
New
a
of
year
aaent for the Denver & Santa Fe after an absence
thelr
who 8 t0 " are Boln t0
He will have his office in social attention
Rio Grande railroad, was here today or more.
a
,
worth.
Pro-- money
W.
Colonel
Prltchard,
S.
George
V.
the
from his headquarters in Santa Fe ill,, tCTVlol uuuuiu,
Ramirez's orchestra will discourse
bate Clerk George W. Armijo, Mar-- '
on an official business trip." Las Ve- Land office.
knows the glossy
Postmaster Ellas Clark accompan- celino Ortiz, Jacob Levy and others- .music and everyone
gas Optic. He returned last evening.
Alfloor that the Palace hotel has for
Alwill leave tomorrow morning for
W. H. Gillenwater, one of the two ied by Mrs. Clark, came here from
It will
buquerque to attend the funeral of tripping the light fantastic.
claimants to the chairmanship of the calde yesterday to attend "The
of the year and as you
of
Mr. dark Is a member Thos. S. Hubbell which takes place in be the dance
Republican Central Committee
m.
the Duke City at 2 p.
glide over that slippery, polished floor
Bernalillo county, arrived in the city of the Order of Beavers.
Miss Anita Bergere and Miss Eb- - to the delightful strains of a dreamy
efficPalan
been
who
has
at
the
John
is
Bell,
registered
yesterday and
tella Bergere are giving a week end waltz, you will not regret the slight
ient employe of Wells Fargo Express
ace hotel.
house party with a number of Albu- - expense you have incurred to beautify
Mrs. John'Joerns and two children Company here, will go to Las Vegas
set as guests. To- - your city.
are expected to arrive this evening Monday to take a position with the querque's young
will give a cotillon to 25
Tickets now are on sale and many
from Raton where they have been Santa Fe railway as chief clerk in the night they
couples at Library hall and the af- - a fair dame has them If you have not
chil- - store
department
visiting for several weeks. The
most delight- - purchased your allotment,
U. S. Attorney for the Pueblo In fair will doubtless prove
dren who have been ill, have fully re
dians Francis C. Wilson has returned ful.
covered." Las Vegas Optic
Beavers Are Grateful.
Antonio Salazar, a well known clti- George Armijo, clerk of the probate from Las Vegas where he met Attor"On behalf of the Independent Or- court at Santa Fe, who had expected ney Ormsby McHarg, at one time a zen of Estancia, is in Santa Fe, and
Masto return home today, remained here special U. S. attorney stationed at will take down to the Estancia valley der of Beavers for whom 'The
several herds of sheep where the queraders' was so ably presented by
because of the death of Thomas 8. Santa Fe.
a clever cast of Santa Feans Thurs-TherJudge John R. McFle expected to sheep will go into lambing camps,
Hubbell, a distant relative and an old
is a scarcity of herders ln the day and Friday nights at the Elks'
j leave this afternoon for Washington.
friend. Albuquerque Herald.
Chica-pin- g Estancia
'
valley at present so Mr. Sa- theater, we wish to extend to all who
Mrs. I. H. Rapp of Santa Fe Is stop-- D. C. He will spend a day in
lazar reports.
participated ln the performance our
at the Alvarado for a few days go visiting his daughter, MIbs toMary
The Junior Class of the High deep gratitude and appreciation. The
the
and calling on many friends in the McFie, and will then proceed
enSchool gave a musical and literary
play was both an artistic and flnan- From National Capital, where he will
Herald.
city. Albuquerque
tertalnment yesterday afternoon for clal success and .reflected' the greatshe will go to Roswell rive on next Tuesday,
b
and the pupils acquit- - est credit on the chorus as well as the
the
where Mr. Rapp is at present
Through an error It was stated yes- ted themselves In such a creditable individual members of the cast,
H. E. Lowenberg and his daugnter, terday that cards had been received
The Entertainment Committee,
manner as to win the praise of Miss
MIbs Lowenberg, Chihuahua, Mexico, here announcing the marriage of Miss
"Santa Fe Dam, No. M, I. 0. B,
of the faculty. These affairs
and formerly residents of this terri-- , Edna Condon to Dr. Walter Klrkpat-tory- , Dysart,
excite keen Interest in high
arrived at the Palace hotel yes-- i rick of Bucklln, Kas.
They were always
1 be a Dove was tne
school circles
expression of
terday. They left this morning for married three years ago and have a
tlie committee in charge of the play
ca
Tha sonta
iv,m x-OJo Caliente to visit Mr. Lowenber's son, John Philip Kirkpatrick, who is
1
eleven days old.
'- " ' i
" this week and reflects the sentiments
daughter, Mrs. Antonio Joseph.
last night of
Hon. Frank A. Hubbell, former coun dance and entertainment
have been received here an-- '
every one of the 200 or more Beavrooms
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of
club
at
their
the
honor
former
of
treasurer
Bernalillo,
ers in the city.
nouncing the marriage of Miss Edna ty
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cast
which
"The
and
former
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of
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presented
legislature
Condon to Dr. Walter Kirkpatrick of
In token of appreciation, the cast
bo ably at the Elks' theatsr,
and chorus of the Masqueraders were
Bucklin, Kas. Miss Condon, a sister territorial cnairman or tne Kepuoncan last
and
Morrison's
the
in
night
Thursday.
arrived
central
city
committee,
of the late Mrs. George M. Kinsell,
entertained last night after the per
furnished
the
was a former resident of thiB city today. He will take his son from St. delightful orchestra
a iui muni, ul iuq Deuvens jjunie wuure
was
and
the
music
affair
voted
to
to
Michael's
Albuquerque
college
where she was very popular.
a dainty supper was served with Moattend the funeral of Thomas S. Hub- - great success.
rrison's sweet orchaestra accompaniS. H. Barnes, superintendent of tne
B. F. Pankey, the millionaire ranchfourth division Denver and Rio Graner and member of the constitutional ment as a sauce.
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The players who danced so grace- de, arrived here yesterday afternoon
P- - Sanchez of Tularosa, Otero coun
in his private car R, from Alamosa,
f,'lly
a
on
both
trains
laJgf aiuJIance. at the thepassenger
Saturday ater !T
then had a dance of their own
He called on the various ty, is at the Coronado hotel.
minrndn
the
time
between
at
trains
H. H. Tuch, a traveling man from spending
on the (toll shed floors of the Beaver's
natrons of the road and left this
Estancia. Mr, Pankey greeted us
mnrnini, for Tana, tier auto front Ser- - Omaha, is at the Palace hotel.
reception rooms. Everyone seemed to
with
a
handshake
that
a
enclosed
viiioto
u. i.
hr TriT- - Charles B. Kehrman, a hat sales- bright new silver dollar for a
enjoy the reception and the mirth
year's
flowed with a spontaneity that pleasPlinir Paaaeneer Aeent W. O. Shea of man of St. Louis, is at the Palace.
to
new
the
subscription
Messenger.
G. W. Metcalf of Le Roy, N. Y, is
frnm ijia Vb- ed the Beaver hosts.
,hi.
.h
do
Others
take
and
notice,
likewise,
hotel.
the
Montezuma
8 sightseer at
Charles W. Fairfield who as chairvaj,tprdnv
see the editor smile. Moriarty Mes- aaoumea
man of the entertainment committee
j. w. punier
Mounted Policeman A. A. Sena,
his borne at Estancia. Benger.
to
returned
has
who distinguished himself In helping
At his last meeting of Scoutmaster h1ad 1,ooked after a the banc'f of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Bren leave this
u,
v"
"
lu
8 "
afternoon for their home in Kansas Rev. J. 0. Mythen, with the "Boy
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fc6rB,
Scouts" this forenoon, all were deep-mystery, arrived in the city yesterday
and eVe,7
from Las Vegas. He is at the Coro-- , '
!ayer1f ia
affected at the
of parting
e 5hos we,re
Carl A. Bishop, the well known even for so short thought
nado. Says the Las Vegas Optic: "A
a time with the
on
to
Taos
frlend9
estate
has
man,
gone
1
number of friends of Apolonio A. real
'hl8pIeJnlild eh'1on
master they had learned to love and
both Thursday and Friday
Sena gathered at bis home last night business.
respect. In behalf of. the Scouts, a they gave
S.
the
U.
of
M.
R.
Otero
nights.
Register
and reminded him that he had turned
very handsome silk umbrella, silver
The play last night was voted a
another milestone on the road to land office weV to Albuquerque this mounted and engraved, waB presentafternoon.
sured in Mr Ifvlhnn hv Wnllcto Plnka great success, for although the auditime Mr. Sena was completely
Paris Gordon, a drug stslesman of who In a few well chosen remarks ence waB, 8ma,Ier ,han one the P"
prised. The guests took with them
evis calling on the trade.
tried to express the feelings of ths vlous night, the performance was
plenty of good things to eat and these Denver,
en better. The players .bowed lesB
is at the Palace.
were served during the evening.
boys. Mr. Mythen left on this after
Judge H. U Waldo returned this noon's Santa Fe train for a trip east. timidity and their voices were free
FRIDAY, APRIL 21, 1911
from all stage fright tones. The audi-enc- e
F. W. Mayers, pnerlff of MoKinley afternoon from a trip to Kansas City. He goeB by the way of Galveston,
called the singers again and
vegas
upne.
Is
to
the
in
water
of
take
city.
jas
the
Texas,
county.
advantage
The Saturday Card Club is meeting travel. He expects to be absent about again to the footlights and punctuated
Attorney Richard H. Hanna left last
this atternon at the home of Mrs. J. a month or six weeks going partly for the entire performance with spontaevpniniF fnr Waahinfftnn.
neous applause. Mrs. Joe Bren In
Hon. Charles A. Spless has return- - G. Schumann on Lincoln avenue,
her Yama Yama dance was as clever
"f- and Mrs. C. A. Whcelon will go
ed to his home at Las Vegas.
THE A60NY OF A BABY UNDER as ever and she was rapturously apJ. K. Campbell, of the forestry ser- - to Albuquerque this afternoon,
plauded.
to return on Tuesday.
j pecting
Is here from Albuquerque.
Hon. T. B. Catron has gone to Kan
Mrs. A. Digneo left for Albuquer-roA SKIN AFFLICTION
Mrs. McGibbon will leave tomor- sas City on business. He will visit
to visit her sister Mrs. Grady.
evening for Chicago. Illinois,
'
was accompanied by her brother Is all the more terrible because it can t Chicago before returning home
District Attorney E. C. Crampton
The Wallace Club is meeting ' this
tell you how It suffers. But there is re
of Raton, Colfax county, Is at the Michael Berardlnelll.
Mr. and Mrs. I. H. Rapp are visit- - lief at hand not only relief but a per Bfternoon at the home of Mrs. H. H.
palllce
heat, Dornian on Don Gaspar avenue. BeMorton John Fox, a businessman ln frlend8 in lloswn vbete ,Mr manent cure from piickley
for some time rashes, hives, exzema and all other sides the members of the club the
W nai! been
Coronado
of Durango, is at the
on architectural work.
skin affections so prevalent among In-- , guests are Miss Grygla and Miss
s
Mrs. H. R McOlbbon leave, this
fants during the summer months. If Abramson.
Probate Clerk George W. Armijo1
Mrs. Rupert. F. Aaplund entertained
fnr hlcaWb,' w
vnu want t ape vnur hahv rest cflsv
Lunas
returned from a trip to
1" VKas by once again-a- nd
today Professor John D.
oompanled as f
a look of relief at
and Albuquerque.
"
wl"
80n- - Httrold McCH1'1'""pread over its little face, Just apply
Mr. und Mrs. A. B. McGaffey of
;
A. Staab of Santa Fe, arrived this this
" "'""""n
l"
splendid r medy ZEMO. We be- '
afternoon and will spend a few days lieve honestly and sincerely that ln Dr. Minion, who preaches tomorrow
tui
unw.Q
the
Presbyterian church and Miss
7,
visiting his daughter, Mrs. Max Xord- ZEMO you will find the cure you have at
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re hllus.-I- .as
Clark of Councsvllle, Pa.
Optic,
Vegas
We
can
tell
for.
been
you
praying
ward for any case of Catarrh that can-The Thirteen Card Clrt Is meeting
p E Duniavy, an old timer. Is ln
1
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure. EB(anca to(l!iy, Ho wm leave this In all truth that we have made thous-- this afternoon at the home of Mrs,
of
and
thousands
ands
parents happy Charles W. Fairfield on College av- F J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
i
evening for his home in Dcnvar, Colo- - with this
simple, but sure remedy,
fniio Tha onata Ho11j,b t h i num.
We, the undersigned, have known ra(io. Estancia Daily Hertild.
absolute
our
to
And
Blncerity,
prove
,
F. J. Cheney for the last IB years, and
Rul)
berg (f
Jogl 0rm;
The seventh grade pupils of the b have Inslrucled
sell-- ,
..
all
druggists
M,a Vln ., a , ,hl.
believe him perfectly honorable in all 'high school building will hold a
his
to
the
refund
purchaser
ZEMO,
,..,
Ml.g K(iwr,, ,Ppno
Vnrt
transactions and financially n0 Tuesday afternoon at. Monument lug
money if the very fli'Bt bot tle does not
oh0
able to carry out any obligations made1 R0ck in the Santa Fe canon,
MONDAY acqii m 1011
Mrs. Edward True of Fort Clinton, oring reuei. usea iiersiBienuy uireby his firm.
to
cure.
Is
bound
ZKMO
after
AN
&
Waller A Pier , Hniir nl,.tnan nf
MARVIN,
WALDING, K INN
Ohio, Is visiting her cousin, Mrs. 0.
ZEMO and ZEMO SOAP make tho Denver. Ih at the Palace.
A.
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, 0. l. Bishop and also Mrs. Carl
most economical as well as the clean-- ,
R. C. Campbell tho Albunuernue con- Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Inter-- Hishop.
tractor, is at the Montezuma,
A. S. Brookes, adjutant general of est and most effective treatment for,
nally, acting directly upon the blood
Bkln and scalp wheth- A. P, R. Humboldt of Washington,
and mucous surfaces of the system. the territorial militia, is ln the city affection, of the
id. h., Is here on official buslnesB,
sent free. Price 75c. for several days from his headquar-pe- r er on infant or grown person.
Testimonial,
Dr. Thomas A. McCarthy has return- ters in Santa Fe. Albuquerque Her- - Sold by druggists everywhere and In
bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Santa Fe by our authorized agent ed from a long trip on business.
conBtl- - aid.
Take Hall's Family P1U
R. H. Jaffa, nephew of Territorial
from The Capital Pharmacy.
Frank M. Goinez returned
THURSDAY, APRIL 2 1911.
Mrs. Thomas Stewart ia visiting
Mends at Albuquerque.
sale.-maOtto A. Meyer, a furnltyre
Pal-.'- .
qf St. Joseuh, Mo, U at the
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Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription

Denver.
Chief Justice and Mrs. W. H. Pope
have returned to Roswell from CarlB-bad-

C. E. Jones, the well known Denver
candy salesman, is calling on the
trade.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben S. Smith, sight
seers from Ashland, Wis., ara at the
Palace.
Mr, and (Mrs. E. E. Howell, Sight
seer, of Rochester, N. Y., are at the
Coronado hotel.
Walter M. Tabor of Glorieta, south
ern Santa Fe county, spent Sunday
and today ln the capital.
Mr.. Kate Hall and nephew, Wal
lace Sargent, have gone to Chicago
and wll visit Washington before re
turning home.
ThomaB Stewart, supervisor of the
Pecos forest, arrived in the city last
night on official business from Pecos.
He i. at the Montezuma.
George 8. Gumaer, traveling repre
sentative of the Remington Typewrit
er Company, Is here from Denver. He
is registered at the Palace.
Paul Staab and J. W. Joners nave
returned from Redlands, California,
after spending two months at various
places ln southern California.
C. C. Catron has returned from a
trip to Las Vegas. With Mrs. Catron
and Mr, and Mrs. F. J. Lavan Lavan
he made an auto trif) to Glorieta yesterday.
Game and Fish Warden Gable ac
companied by Mrs. Gable, returned today from Albuquerque. Mr. Gable at
tended the funeral of Thomas S. Hub
bell.
John 8. Beavan, former county
treasurer of Bernalillo county, and a
well known coal dealer and political
leader of Albuquerque is at the Montezuma hotel.
Mrs. A. Digneo of Santa" Fe, has arrived ln the city to visit her sister,
Mrs. Grady. She was accompanied
here by her brother Michael Berardlnelll Albuquerque Journal.
Dr. Standley G. Small who under
went a very serious operation at the
Sanatorium Is out again today and
spent Borne time down town receiving
of his many
the congratulations
friends.
W. J. Oliver, assistant supervisor
with head
of Indian employment,
quarters ln Denver, is ln the city the
guest of Clinton J. Crandall, superintendent of the U. 8. Indian School.
Hon. H. O. Bursum sent out several
sheep herders to his western ranches yesterday. H. M. Dougherty and
K. H, Sweet will take Mr. Bursum
Socorro
himself out next week.
Chieftain.
"Roy Pearson and wife of Santa Fe,
arrived in Springer last Sunday for
a two weeks visit with the family of
Jas. P. Abreu. Mrs. Abreu and Mr.
Pearson are sister and brother." Colfax County Stockman.
Le Roy O. Moore of Santa Fe, chief
of the field division of the govern
ment land department, was ln Socor
ro on official business Thursday. Mr,
Moore has the reputation of being a
mighty fine fellow. Socorro Chieftain.
'Dan Leary formerly of Hopewell,
Rio Arriba county, and now of Pres-cott- ,
Ariz., Is in the city. Mr. Leary
was attached to the signal corps of
weather
bureau here from 1S7Z to
the
1878 and is one of the old timers ln
the southwest.
"Professor J. E. Clark, territorial
superintendent of schools, spent several days in this county the past
week visiting Bchools, talking good
roads and promoting educational
Clark Is an efficient officer."
Farmlngton Times-HustleMiss Agnes C. Laut of Wassalc, N.
Y., author of "Lords of the North,"
"The Story of the Trapper," "Vikings
of the Pacific," "The Pathfinders of
the West," and other books, is the
guest of the Misses Massie. Miss Laut
is writing a series of articles on the
southwest for well known magazines.
Postmaster E. C. Burke who haB
been ill with pneumonia at St. Vin
cent's Sanitarium, passed a good night
and is much better today. It is not
thought his brother Congressman
Burke of Pittsburg, will come here
this week as Mr. Burke w ill likely im(
prove rapidly.
Pedro ortiz y Pino came to town
from Gallsteo on Saturday and will
From Galleave for home tomorrow.
lsteo he will proceed this week with
Juan Ortiz to San Miguel county,
where they have their sheep camps
and In which Inmblng will begin
next month.
They expect to have
ninety per cent yield of lambB and
report sheep in good condition. .
The Right Reverend J. Mills Ken.
drick, bishop of New Mexico, came in
Monday afternoon on the train from
the south for a longer stay than usual
In Carlsbad. He will remain here until it is time to go to 'Roswell for con
vocation, which occurs the first part
of May. A room at the Rectory haB
been furnished for his use by the ladies of the church auxiliary" Carlsbad Argus.
"Hon. and Mrs. H. 0. Bursum entertained a few of their friends very
hospitably at bridge Tuesday evening
in honor of Miss Anita Bergere of
Santa Fe, who has been' a guest for
a few days ln the home of Hon. and
.
After the games,
Mrs, M. C.
the guests wore summoned to the dining room, where Mrs. Bursum presided at the table generously supplied
with delicacies In a manner that has
won for hor a fnr more than local reputation as a hoBtess." Socorro Chlef-tuln- ,
"What was one of the most elaband
social entersuccessful

orate

tainments of the season was that giver, Thursday evening In tho Knights
of Pythias hall by Hon. and Mrs. M.
CJ. Mcchem
ln honor of their friend
and guest, Miss Bergere of Santa Fe.
A very large number of Judge and
Mrs. Mechcm's friends accepted the
Invitation to attend and they certainly luid good reaBon to be glad they
did so, for the host and hosleBS could
not well be surpassed ln the generous'
and engaging spirit of hospitality
with which they received and entertained their guests. Dancing began
at about 9 o'clock ln the evening and
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all medicines for the euro of diieaset,
weaknetui peouliir to women. It ia the

disorders and
only preparation of its kind devised by a regularly gradun experienced and .killed specialist in
ated physioian
the diuau. of women,
It b a saf msdieln In anr condition oi tne sr'tmn.
THE ONE REMEDY which contain no alcohol
nd no injurious
drug and which
. arcctcs
no eravinf for suoh stimulants,
THE ONE REMEDY so good that Its makers
or not afraid to print Its. every ingredient on
each outside bottle .wrapper and attest to the
truthfulneu of tho tamo undsr oath.
It i. .old by medicine dealer, everywhere, and any dealer who hsnt It can
get it. Don't take a substitute of unknown composition lor this medicine or
xnown coMrotmoN. No counterfeit I. as good at the genuine and the dnuhjist
who lays something elie it "just si good as Dr. Pierce'i" 1. either mistaken
or it trying to deoeive you lor hi. own aelfi.h benefit. Suoh s man It not to bo
trusted. He ia trifling with your moat prioelett pottettion your health
may be your lite itaelf, Sf not yes let what you ask for.

t

continued until the small hours of the
morning. For those who did not
care to dance, the lodge room on the
second floor was arranged for card
games, and the tables were quite well
patronized. The evening's entertainment was very successful and Judge
and Mrs. Mechem placed their friends
under great obligation, for Its pleasures." Socorro Chieftain.
TUESDAY, APRIL 25, 1911.
Alfred Herrera of La. Vegas, Ib at
the Coronado hotel.
Mrs. Walter Pratt left yesterday for
Las Vegas to visit relatives.
R. H. Russell of Fort Smith, Arkansas, is a visitor ln the city.
Colonel George W. Prltchard was a
visitor in Albuquerque yesterday.
J. Borrodaile, a well known resi
dent of Albuquerque, 1. a Santa Fe
visitor.
C. F.. Spader, a merchant of Bernalillo, Sandoval county, Is at the Montezuma.
J. A. Eaton the meat salesman, Is
here from Las. Vegas.
Airs. H. Ilfeld and Mrs. H. M. Smith
of Las Vegas, but formerly of this
city, are vlBitlug friends here.
L. C. Ilfeld, assistant district attor
ney and captain of the National Guard
at Las Vegas, 1b at the Palace hotel.
Mrs. Mary Wledebeck of
Racine,
Wis., is visiting her son, Harold Wledebeck the clerk of the Palace hotal.
Mrs. Earl Angle of Santa Fe, Is
Mrs. E. E.
visiting her sister-in-laBerry of this place. Estancia News.
Marcelino Gallegos of Wlllard, Tor
ranee county, was in Santa Fe, Mon
day on business with the New Mex-

Dallas, Texas,
Superintendent
Schools, Carries Question to
Highest Tribunal.

ftA

of

Dallas, Texas, April 24 The question of referendum and recall as applied ln the city of Dallas may take
It appears that
national scope.
Superintendent Arthur Lefevre has
brought action against the new Dallas
city school board in such manner
that It. will be passed upon by the
The
United States supreme court.
complaint of Lefevre admits that the
recent recall election was held In accordance with the provisions of the
charter. The only contention to be
made ln the future stages of the litigation will be on the constitutionality of the recall provision. In view
of the fact bat Senator Bailey of
this state has taken such a decided
stand against the recall and referendum, the course of this litigation will
be followed with much Interest by
people ln all parts of the country.
In passing upon this the supreme
court of the nation will practically
decide whether or not the recall and
referendum in 'the Arizona constitution Ib In harmony with the constitution of the United States, and also
whether or not the people have a
right. In the broadest sense, to deThe
cide upon what th y want.
very essense. of recall and referenin
is
contained
dum
the legal proceedings now pending before the Nation-a- l
court.
supreme

John Bell, for a number of years
connected with the Wells Fargo Express Company In this city, has gone
to Las Vegas, and, taken a position
in the Santa Fe offices at that point.
Hon. Charles A. Spieas of Las Vegas expects to leave tomorrow for
Washington, D. C, to take a hand in
the statehood fight.
Mrs. Marie C. Navarro, school teacher, and Mrs. Jose Ortiz y Pino of Gallsteo, southern Santa Fe county, are
visitors in Santa Fe.
E. Wilson, Bald to ne a high official of the Armour Packing Company,
He Is at the
is here from Chicago.
Palace hotel.
A. J. May of Estancia,
bas been
elected a delegate by the Estancia
camp of Modern Woodmen to the territorial convention which meets at
Santa Fe next week.
Postmaster E. C. Burke was report-- !
ed today as improving In health and
it seems certain that he will recover;
although It will require some time be- fore he can be out again.
F. R. Bothwell, cashier of the N. M.
C. R. R., is confined to his home ln
Santa Fe with an attack of la grippe. '
As a result the ghost failed to walk
yeaterday, EBtancla News.

IVAIITED-- A

-

RECALL TO BE TESTED IN
U. B. SUPREME COURT.

ican.

The Sound Sleep of Good Health.
Can not be over estimated and any
ailment that prevents it Is a menace
to health.
J. L. Southers, Eau
"I have been un
Claire, Wis., says:
able to sleep soundly nights, because
of pains across my back and sore
ness of my kidneys.
My appetite
was very poor and my general con
dition was much run down. I have
been taking Foley Kidney Pills but
a short time and now sleep as sound
as a rock, my general condition is
greatly Improved, and I know that
Foley Kidney Pills have cured me,"
t
For sale by all druggists.

3-

A

Reliable Medicine

NOT

A NAR-

COTIC.

Mrs. F. Marti, St. Joe, Mich., says:
a sever,
boy contracted
bronchial trouble and as the doctor'
medicine did net cure him, I gave him
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound ln
which I have great faith. It cured
the cough as well as the choking and
gagging spells, and he got well ln a
short time. Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound has many times saved us
nvich trouble and we are never with-out It In the house." Spld by all
druggists. KIDNAPING IS GROWING
'
FASHIONABLE.
The recent kidnaping outrage in
Las Vegas was rivalled by a sensational double kidnaping ln this city
Friday night, the news having just
become public. A. well known young
man of the high school, so the story
runs, was calling up his lady love
when a young man also of the same
Institution of learning appeared at the
door and told the young lady that a
ln an automobile was
gentleman
awaiting her caller. The caller came
forth and was Immediately set upon
y
by a group of kidnapers, who
carried him off, took him to
the house of one of the conspirators
and sat on him. They then took him
to a point between the avenues of
Cooper and Tljeras and sat him a
while on the sidewalk. Suddenly,
however, a bunch of young ladles hove
In sight and after a desperate pitched
battle tbey recaptured the victim and
restored him to the parlor, whence he
had been rudely dragged, forth. It Is
rumored that some of the young men
have black eyes and blue noses; not
to mention other facial and bodily
damage Inflicted by the strenuous
members of the "gentler Bex," Albu!
querque journal,

RIDER AGENT'

-- nnnKerDicycie lurmnnea Df u. uur aeenu overvwiwre art
sampie laies. mtxiei
and siteial pffrr at onci.
Staking money last. Writ Jtr fuli tarticuiars
Wa.hi.
NO MONEY RRUIIIKKD until vou receive anJarmmv. nf vnur
to anyone, anywhere in the U. S. fvithout a cent- defioiit in advance, prtpay freight, aticf
allow TivN VAYH VKKK TKIAL during- which time you may ride the bicycle and
put It to any test you wish, If you are then not perfectly satisfied or do not with la
to in at our expense and re will not be on! one cent.
keep the birycle nfp tt lack
'urnist. the hi sliest trade bicycle It Is possible to make
tAPTflDV PBIftFt Weone
amall profit above actual factory coat. You save tia
rttwivni
rnivfcat
middlemen's profits by buying direct of us and have the manufacturer's guato $2$ behind
rantee
your bicycle. 10 SOI HUV a bicycle or a pair of tires from auyont
until
receive
you
out cabilotrues and learn our unheard oi factor
at tiny endtrie
remarkable tpecttii ejffrs to rlllur UKuts.
rices
w,,n you rectivf our beautiful catalogue and
Vrtll HILL RE BSTflNKHFD study
our superb models at the wonderfully
Jew frtceiftt can make you this year. We sell thehitfheatgrade bicycle, for less money
than any otlier factory. We ore satisfied with fi.oo profit above factory costj
BlCVOUB DKAJL.KKS, you can sell our bicycles, under your jflwa name plate as
ir pricei. Order filled the diy received.
I JsW
Wt An nut iwtilat-lk.x
hnrtl isxmifl fcanil
II HjllVnitlllVI'I.Kl).
Hiuallv have a number on hand taken in trade bv our Chicago retail stores. These we elmn'r mm
WWnrnmniiv
at oriccs ranirintr from 43 to Hft or A 10. Uencrioiiva harvnin linta mailirt fro.
lnBl wheels. Iinpurte! roller chitfna and ieduiat parts, repairs uuf
VUASltH-DKAAlequipment of all kinds at half the usual retail pricei.
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HEDGETHORM PUNCTURE - PROOF
SAMPLE PAIR
OCI C.IICAI IUA TIDCC
TOIHTROOUOCOMLY

Tht regular retail btic.fi of these tt'rtt it
.tl V7 W tair. hut to introduce we. will
with order $4. 55),
ttUyottammple fiairor$t.&0(cash
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES
NAI1.H. Tunica or Glass will not lot the
nlr out. .Sixty thousand pairs sold last yenr.
Over two hundred thousand pairs now in use.
DESORfPTIONi Mndc in nil Mcnt, It Mfvely
lined inside wiill
M.liiitf.vi'ivdiit.'ildemid
mil
m
b ftrrinl mini i iv of rubber, which never hecmiics
allow-Jiiporous mid whii-l-i doses op smtitl punctures without
the iiirtoiwnpe. We have hundreds of letter from satis.
ficdajHloiiiersHtrUiiifftltnttheitireslinveoiilylweii pumped
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it

kwJjaf

the think rohhar trnnt
fl Notloe
" and otiiiuture sir his "It"

and "D," also rim strip
..w.moriividMti whole Benson. Thevwciu h no more tlmn
to prevent rim outtlnjf. This
an ordinary ire, the piiiicturereRisllnKMii""t'e"r)'""8 Kvcti
tire will outlast any
by sevcrnl layers of thin, specially prepared fabric! o llifl
mtt.kA.HO FT. JlLASTIC aud
pair, but for
trend, ThereKUlnr price of tiieuetirtBiHH.sopcr
ttmlcinif asptjclul factory m Use lo
nflupHlHlntrnurnnspsweare
n.
.ou
"n c smii v. u, 11. wu
mc rmcr oi winy
t.t.
iyci
you huve examined and found them strictly n represented.
approval. You doA not pay a cent until
'4.a6 per pair) If you
mU rilsoonnt of 5 per cent (thereby tnakiuo; the price
We will allow
OKUii.lt and enclose tins advertisement. Vou run no rlrtk Itl
send I'VLL. CAHH W IT
send of us an order ma the tires may be returned at OH It expense If for any reason they are
not tMuUfnctory on examination. We are perfectly rcllnhle and money sent to us is as safe as in a
bank, If you order a pair of these tires, you win find that they will ride easier, run faster,!
wear better, last longer and look finer than any tire you have ever used or seen at any price. We
itnow that you will lie ao well plensed that when you want a bicycle ymi will give us your ordet.
We waut you to send us a trial order at once, hence this remarkable tire offer.
don't buy any kind, at any price until yon send for a pslrof
m0mm sifs-p- M
tires cm approval and trial at
Hedgethorn Ptmclure-!'roo- f
the specinl Introductory price quoted above; or write for our big Tire and Sundry Catalogue which
describes aud quotes all makes nml kinds of tires at about half Ihe usual price h,
but write us u postal today. DO NOT THINK OV BUYING a Mcyclft
VWMim
orapulrof tires from anyone until you know the new aud wonderful
offers we ara making,
only costs a postal to learn everything, Write it MOW.
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L. MEAD CYCLE COMPANY.

CHICAGO,
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ANNUAL

SESSION
of the

SANTA FE COUNTY NORMAL
INSTITUTE.
High School Building,

8nt

Ft,

New Mexloo.

June 5th, to July 1st, Nineteen
Hundred and Eleven.
Conduotor: Mri. Nora Brumback.
Instructor:
Mr. Gertrude R. Elliott.
John
County School Superintendent:
V. Conway.
Announcement
Thli announcement of the Normal
Initltute of 1911, la lent to all persons
who Intend to teach In Santa Fe
County thli year, and to all atudenta
who desire to take a review In one
of the cheapest and beat months of
school work to be found In the Territory.
We have provided for an able Con
ductor and an able Instructor, and we
have made all arrangements to give
you an excellent Normal Institute this
summer.
Invitation.
A cordial Invitation Is hereby extended to students In the High school,
St. Michael's College, Loretto Academy, Allison and Mary James, Paro
chial and Indian Schools,, as well as
graduates of the common schools, and
all other persons desiring to teach.
Inducements.
Inducements to take up the profes
sion of teaching are more and greater
than ever before. The demand for
good teachers la constantly Increas
ing and Is. far beyond the upply
Boards of School Directors are offer
Ing an advance in wages In proportion
to efficiency and experience. Positions
are assured those securing certificates.

ford to miss her instruction.
We will find in Mrs. Brumback, a
sympathetic friend and a worthy ad
vlser,
Instructor,
Mrs. Gertrude R. Elliott for some
years teacher In the High School at
Santa Fe, a thorough and competent
for her abil
scholar, and
ity as an Instruotor, will have charge
of the applicants for first and second
Her work will be
grade certificates.
of the highest rank, and It will prove
an Inspiration to the teachers.
"T the Teachers."
I take this opportunity to express
to the teachers of Santa Fe county
my appreciation of the splendid work
accomplished by the majority of
them during the past scholastic year.
The Inexperienced teachers, with very
few exceptions, have also contributed
much by their Interest and enthusiasm.
The weeding out of the Incompetent,
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Conductor.

(who have persisted In following the
teachers' profession) has been slow,
but it now looks as If their elimination will be almost thorough during
the coming scholastic year.
The present attitude of School Di
rectors and parents, In demanding
qualified teachers, will have a tendency to bring this about.
The following are a few Improve
ments I would Buggest for your con
k
.
sideration:
Greater personal Interest on the
part of teachers.
Better methods of teaching read
ing.
Stronger efforts in behalf of Par
ents' Meetings.
Higher standard of discipline.
Prompt report of any violations of
Compulsory School Attendance Law.
re
Better and more systematlo
'
ports.
Closer touch with parents.
Written dally program.
Better attendance at Teachers' Meet,
ings.
Plant trees and beautify school
grounds.
Sincerely yours,
JOHN V. CONWAT,
County School Superintendent.

PROGRAMME.

INSTITUTE
Time.

Elliott.

BRUVBACK,

General Eierclaes,

Roll Call and

Arithmetic

Aritbmetlo.

8.

1

AS.

Classes,
Recent.

JOHN V. CONWAY.
County School Superintendent.

Orthograpby.lAS

3.

Orthography,

day,

June

papers will

Territorial
and report

'

Grade Applicants.
Prominent speakers, including the
Superintendent of Public Instruction,
will address the Institute.
A lecture will be provided for the
Institute members date to be select-

Reading,

4 I.

1

Intermission.
- 1:30

due time.
Attendance.
To receive proper credit, teachers
must be in attendance every day, or
furnish a doctor's certificate for absence on account of sickness.
All excuses must be filed with the
Superintendent of Public Instruction.
Visitors.
Visitors will be always welcomed.
You will find much in this Institute to
School Directors are
interest you.
especially invited.
We will be of much service to you
In securing the teachers you need.
Reading Circle Books.
If you have not read the Reading
Circle Books, purchase and read them
before the Institute begins as it Is
almoBt impossible to cover all of the
work thoroughly in the four weeks
without previous preparation on the
Those who hold
part of the student.
enReading Circle Certificates will be
titled to one per cent, for each' book
read, added to the general average
secured In the examination for teachers' certificates.
Special Features.
One of the Special Features which
will be Introduced at the Institute this
all
year, will be a Model Class, which
teaohers will attend a part of each day
for observation and practice.
Another will be the Introduction
of Very Elementary School Management for the benefit of the Third

School Management, 11

t

l&t

Penmanship,

8.

Penmanship,
11:26-1-

ft

Grammar,

Qrammar,

vates will

LATE A. H, HARLLEE.

1:80--

2:30

Reading,

Geography,

Physiology,

8.

Physiology,

&
2.

Pedagogy,

Civics,

iPrao-lic-

1
1

ft J.
ft 8.

1.

1.

Psychology,

8:30--

ft 8.

8.

Theory

2:30--

History,

8.

Geography,

1,

Dismission,
Please-brlnthis pamphlet
with van to the institute so as' to have a oopy
hands.
in
of the program your

NotetoThaoher:

The Teacher's Creed.
in hovs and girls, the men
and women of a great tomorrow; that
whatsoever the boy sowetn tne man
I believe In the curse of
shall reap.
Ignorance; ln the efficacy of schools;
ln the dignity of teacning, ana iu
T

iuv

V

'

'
i

'

I
4

i

J

ed later.
Conductor,
Mrs. Nora Brumback, who has for a
number of years conduoted ImportR. ELLIOTT,
MRS. GERTRUDE
ant Institutes in the Territory, who
Instructor,
has also been prominent in Territorial
Is
and District Associations, and who
first-clas- s
Conductor,
recognized as a
I believe
of applicants for the Joy of serving others.
will have charge
ln human
Her wide In wisdom as revealed
third grade certificates.
as well as In the pages ot the
experience, especially with third grade lives,
ln lessons, taught, not
teaohers, will prove of. much value,!- printed book,
so muoh by precept as by example;
and no teacher In this county can at-

OF

Theme of an Interesting Lec
ture by Professor
John D. Clark
pure

foodIaw

violated

Possibility of Developing Su,
lphur Industry in New
Mexico.

Last Tribute Paid Member of Consti
tutional Convention By Fellow
Members of 7th District Bar.
To the Honorable Merrltt C. Mechem,
Judge of the Seventh Judicial Dis
trict Court of New Mexico.
Your committee upon the death of
Arthur H. Harllee, Esq,, beg leave to $
report:
Mr. Harllee was a native of Sumter, ' j
South Carolina. He came to Silver j
City, a young man, In the fall of 1885, $
and was admitted to the bar In that s
year, at the December term of the y
district court for Grant county. He jj
resided and practiced law at Silver
City from his admission to the bar un- - $
til his death, which occurred in Silver
City on the morning of March 28th, j
Mr. Harllee broughl to the practice
and profound

Model

be held Friday and Satur
The
30th and July 1st.
be carefully graded by the
Department of Education,
made to all applicants in

(

of his profession broad
legal learning, a calm

MRS. NORA BRUMBACK,

I

CHEMISTRY

REPORT ON DEATH OF

1911.

8sslont.
There will be two sessions each day
as follows:
From 8 a. m. to 12 m. and
From 1 p. m. to 4 p. m.
.'
Expenses.
The only expense will be the regualr
fee of two dollars, to be paid upon enHolders of third grade cerrolling.
tificates or permits, having taught at
least three months in the present
scholastic year, shall be exempt from
the payment of Institute fee, and will
be allowed fifteen dollars, for perfect
four weeks' attendance (22 days exclusive of examination days).
Text Books..
Teachers should bring with them
such of the adopted text books as they
may have.
A new course of study, outlining the
work, will be Issued this year, which
will be furnished free to those enrolling.
Examinations.
Examinations for teachers' certifl- -

hands as
well as to think with the head; In
life
makes
large and
everything that
lovely.
I believe In beauty In the school
room, In the home, In daily life, and
out of doors, I believe In laughter; In
love; In faith; In all Ideals and dis
tant hopes that lure us on. I believe
that every hour of every day we
a Just reward for all we are and
I believe In the present
all we do.
and Its opportunities; in the future
and Its promises; and in the divine
Joy of living."
In ability to work with th

and.

discrimi-

"More adulterated food is $
sold In New Mexico in viola- - X
tlon of the federal pure food X
act than people are aware of.
"New Mexio should discard X
the antiquated and adopt the X
more acurate modern test for X
the flash point of petroleum. X
"New Mexico Is an especial- - X
ly promising field for the estab- - X
X
llshment of a soap factory.
"The manufacture of sul- - X
nhnpln anlA (b. an Inriuati-- that
should prove profitable In New X
X
Mexico."
were
These
four points X
brought out In the lecture of X
ProfeBsor John D. Clurk at the X
High School Auditorium on X
X
Saturday evening.

nating Judgment, and an untiring In
dustry, which has seldom been equal XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
led and never excelled among his professional brethren. Both in and out
The Chemistry of Commerce was
of his profession, he was a scholar; the subject of an interesting lecture
great lover and accumulator of delivered by Professor J. D. Clark at
hooks and possessed a fine literary t)ie h)ga jchool before a fairly good
taste, in mma ana temperament ue iIzed auriience Saturday nleht
The
was essentially Judicial; ne had none lecture wa, the tlrat ln the KTlel ot
of that extreme partisanship and one!lImverglty
Extentlon lectures given
sldedness of view which often char- - h,re under tne guspice, oI tn5 Wom.
He
advocate.
successful
the
acterlzes
L,,., Board o( Xrad and other tec.
was not eloquent ana ne never at Hires will be held ln the
Library Hall.
arts
of
to
of
the
use
any
tempted
The speaker waB introduced by Ruoratory. In speech he was deliberate, pert F. Asplund of the department of
often hesitating; yet on occasion he education and Mr.
Asplund's remark
could present a matter, whether to that education Is the main business of
Judge, Jury or public audience with the state elicited applause.
an impresBlvenees, a breadth of view,
Professor Clark then waded right
and fairness of statement, which pro
claimed the careful student and logi- Into his subject saying: "I cannot
say that this Is a subject that appeals
cal thinker.
Such a man does not meet with sud- tp the popular mind but it should ap
den success ln the legal profession. peal to the minds of thinking men
But his advance, If slow, Is certain. and women."
He then went on to show that the
In the earlier years of his professional
career Mr. Harllee was appointed mas- annual production due to chemical
ter ln chancery In, many Important process 1b nearly equal to that of
said there are
He
fairness, agriculture.
cases, where his eminent
In the world
learning and Industry were displayed; many chemical Journals
his findings, whether of law or of fact the size of Harper's or Munsey's and
were rarely, if ever, set aside and he named those ln England, Germany
demonstrated the usefulness and Im- and this country. He emphasized the
good work accomplished by various
portance ot that decried office.
During the last decade ot his life bureaus In Washington and paid
Mr. Harllee enjoyed a large and lucra - high compliment to the food and drug
tlve practice. In his own district he insection bureau which he said "Is a
He told
was facile prlnceps, and he was uni- great boon to humanity."
versally recognized as one of the lead- how the labeling of cans and bottles
tends to do away with harmful iners of the New Mexico Bar.
He was a member of the constitu- gredients, but added :
tional convention ln 1910 and dis
"I am convinced from experiments
charged his duties ln that position I have made that there are a lot of
with the learning, candor and care-- 1 goods sold ln New Mexico ln violation
fulness, which ever characterized of the pure food act."
him.
Bureau cf Mines.
In the death of Arthur H. Harllee, Dwelling briefly on the bureau of
the legal fraternity has lost a most mines in Washington, the lecturer
estimable member and New Mexico said that even the problem of saving
a valued citizen.
human life in the mines bad been
We recommend the adoption of the taken up. He said that the waste of
foregoing, and that the same be saw dust Is another problem the
spread upon the records of the court. government has been wrestling with
JAMES G. FITCH,
and eventually chemistry will doubtH. M. DOUGHERTY,
lessly show us how to utilize saw
W. E. KELLEY,
dust to manufacture denatured alcoCommittee. hol which will Booner or later displace
gasoline for automobile and other
One Conductor Helped Back to Work.
power purposes as it can be sold for
Mr. Wilford Adams Is his name, less than ten cents a gallon, although
he writes, "I was confined to my bed at present the retail price is three to
with chronic rheumatism and used four times as high.
two bottles of Foley's Kidney Reme
Geological surveys he pointed out
dy with good effect. The third bottle had made countrieswealthier
by
on
put me
my feet and I resumed many millions. In the bureau
of
work as conductor on the Lexington, standards the scientist finds an ideal
do
all
will
Street
It
Railway.
Ky.,
bureau for "all is exact." Its most
you claim ln cases of rheumatism." It recent work, said Professor Clark, Is
clears the blood of uric acid.
For to provide absolutely pure chemicals
sale by all druggists.
for the use of those making analysis.
nd routine
work
How research
MASONIC CLA8S NAMED
work are combined was also pointed
FOR COLONEL CUNNINGHAM.
out by the speaker, and yet he said
that we have been spmewhat slow In
Sixth Reunion Closed Yesterday and
applying what we know as is seen ln
on
Were
Conferred
Degrees
the use of the thermos bottle which
Fourteen Candidates.
Is an old principle Just applied in the
The sixth reunion of the Ancient
comfort
and Accepted Scottish Bite Masons last few years for the great
held ln this1 city closed? yesterday of travelers and explorers.
College Professors,
with the conferring of degrees on a
Professor Clark then took a shot at
class of fourteen. All of the class
took the degrees up to and Including those who pooh pooh the work ot col
the 3 2d except William P. Mills of lege professors and said, "We have
East Las Vegas, who had 4o return fulled to apply much that has been
to his home on business after he had taught simply because ot this old
taken the 14th degree. The class was prejudice against a college professor,
hat such
named "Cunningham" after the late many holding the opinion
Inspector general, Colonel Harper S. a man cannot be practicable." He told
Cunningham and Prank L. Myers was an instance of this prejudice ln the
elected president and Melvln, T, Dun-lav- case of certain turpentine men of
South Carolina.
of this city, secretary.
But Professor Clark admitted that
There was no banquet at this re
union out of respect to Colonel Cun- more attention should be given by colleges to their laboratory work and to
ningham's memory.
The following are the members of the kind of men who are to teach the
fundamentals. He said that our colthe class.
William Perry Blrchfleld, Sr., Dent leges will eventually have two classes
ing; Frank C. Diver, Dawson; Melvln ot Instructors, one clasB that has done
Taylor Dunlavy, Santa Fe; John Ed- research work and the other class
ward Friede, Albuquerque;
Qeorgo composed ot men able to teach how
Henry Hunker, East Las Vegas; Fran- to do It.
cis Edward Lester, .Mesllla Park;
The difference between Industrial
William McDermott, Gibson; Ernest chemistry and pure chemistry the
Edward Meier, Santa Fe; Julius C. speaker pointed out to be much the
Frank Lamont, Biime as the difference between poeMeyer, Estancla;
Myers; William Porter Mills, East try and prose. Certainly, a man to
La Vegas; George Marshal Nell, write good poetry must flrBt of all
Santa Fe; Edward Manson Parham, master prosody and so to be a successSilver City; Earl Richard Vaughn, ful industrial chemist one must know
Grants, and M. R. Williams, Las Ve- pure chemistry.
gas.
The Industrial World.
The lecturer described at length
Constipation brings many aliments various processes used ln the Indusin Its train and Is the primary cause trial world beginning with the makof much sickness,
Keep your bowels ing of steel. He told of the Bessemer
regular, madam, and you will escape process and how steel depends on
many of the ailments to which women chemistry for Its purity, and that there
are subject.
Constipation Is a very must be no sulphur ln the ore or coke,
simple thing, but like many simple for It renders steel brittle.
was
The history of aluminum
things, It may lead to serious conse
Nature often needs a little briefly dwelt on and the audience
quences,
assistance and when Chamberlain's was visibly startled1 to hear that al
a
Tablets are given at the first Indica umlnura ln 1855 was worth 195
tion, much distress and suffering may pound and now has dropped to 20
cents a pound. He dwelt on the value
be avoided. Sold by all dealers.

of aluminum and laid that many
housewives forget that coarse soap
and salt attack It.
The lecturer declared that In the
future we' are going to get most of
our metals by electro chemistry and
pointed out the value ot chemistry In
reducing the price ot aluminum which
has proved Its service not only ln aiding man's digestion by cooking food
without burning it but ln stirring the
imagination ln Its use ln air ships.
Gasoline,
After discussing petroleum
pro
ducts the speaker pointed out the use
and abuse of gasoline, that product
which Is so necessary to the comfort
man. Gasoline's va
of the honk-honpor Is so heavy that explosions have
resulted when a hot stove was sever
al feet away, said the speaker.
Sulphur was next dwelt upon and
Professor Clark said that even in
New Mexico It Is found. It Is extracted largely by the Standard Oil Com
pany ln Louisiana at enormous profit
and Is used extensively ln making
sulphuric acid.
"I believe there Is a possibility for
that Industry In New Mexico,"
said the professor.
Ah! Perfume.
But the theme which probably interested many men and all the ladles
at the lecture was perfume.
The
speaker said that the city of Grasse,
18 miles southwest of Nice, France, Is
the home of a great essence of perfume manufactury. Ten billion flow
ers are used annually ln this little
town of 15,000 Inhabitants for the perfume trade. There are tour methods
ot getting the perfume out of the flowers, one being the distilled water process, and four million quarts of this
perfumed water are . sold annually.
Then there Is the lard process, the
mashing of the petals system and finally the method of volatile solvents.
Before concluding his lecture the
speaker passed around a variety of
various
perfumes which represented
processes as well as the artificial per
fumes. .
At the conclusion ot the lecture
there was prolonged applause which
was a spontaneous expression of the
Interest aroused by this topic which
Americans, who are always on the
alert for Improvements, could not but
find entertaining and Instructive.
Mis Ross, Elocutionist.
Pleasing features of the evening
were the recitations by Miss Ross,
who Is a well trained elocutionist
with a pleasing stage presence and
an equally pleasing voice.
She will
be heard also at the lectures April 29
and May 6.
Miss Hazel Sparks, the talented
daughter of Chairman I. Sparks of the
board of county commissioners, open
ed the program with a piano solo
which she played with her usual dash
and musical understanding. She was
warmly applauded.
Professor Watson will be the lecturer April 29, his theme being "Eu
genics,'' and Dr. E. McQueen Gray
6 on "Macbeth."
will speak May
Both lectures will doubtless attract
a large audience.
"Our baby cries for Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy," writes Mrs. T. B.
Kendrlck, Resaca, Ga. "It is the best
cough remedy on the market for
coughs, colds and croup. For sale by
all dealers.
TUBERCULOSIS CAUSES TEN
PER CENT OF CHURCH DEATHS.
National Association Reports High
Mortality Rate From Consumption Need of Eductalon.

Statistics showing how serious a
problem tuberculosis Is tq the ordinary church congregation were publish
ed today by the National Association
for the Study and Prevention of
Tuberculosis ln a bulletin on Tuber
culosis Day.
From reports recelvd from 725
churches, with a membership of over
312,000 communicants of twenty denominations, and from 208 cities and
towns in 12 states in different various parts of the country, out of near'
1
7,000 deaths ln 1910, over 700, or
10.4 per cent were caused by tuberculosis. This means 2.24 deaths for
every thousand members of communicants,
While the percentage of deaths
from tuberculosis 'as compared with
other diseases is not higher in the
churches, according to these figures,
than in the country at large, the tuberculosis death rate as shown Dy
the church .returns, is higher per
thousand communicants than for the
general population in the registration
area of the United States, which the
Census Bureau gave as 1.C7 in 1909.
the
'The National Association,"
bulletin says, "does not, however,
consider the statistics received from
ministers comparable from the point
of view of accuracy with those reported by the Bureau of the Census.
A sufficient number of returns from a
great variety of churches have been
received, nevertheless, to indicate
that one ot the most serious social
problems the ordinary church has to
consider la that of the devastation of
Its membership by tuberculosis. The
need for education from the pulpit
and ln the homo Is apparent Every
minister ln the United States Is asked to give this subject some attention
during the next two weeks."
HOU8E WORK TO BE
DONE UNDER

ARE MAKING 8L0W
BUT SURE PROGRESS.

Elks

"Pioneer Freighter" and Crew Had
Hard Tim
Crossing New
'
Mexico Boraer.

Conduct Services, and
Scouts Form Part of
Procession,

the

Boy

Albuquerque, N. M., April 24. The
funeral of Thomas S. Hubbell, ex- sheriff of Bernalillo county, conducted
yesterday afternoon by the Albuquerque Lodge of Elks was one of the largest ever seen ln this city. The vehi
cles of his sorrowing friends who followed the remains of the late Elk and
good fellow, was nearly a
mile and a hait long.
After conducting a beautiful and
impressive service at the residence
the procession took up its way to
Santa Barbara cemetery, a command
of 35 of the local company ot the Boy
Scouts marching
and ln
uniform leading the way, followed by
more than a hundred members of the
Albuquerque Lodg B. P. O. E.
After the Elks followed the hearse
with the casket loaded with floral
tributes, flanked on each side by the
pall bearers, and following this came
the vehicles. These stretched from
the city limits on the east clear past
the Hubbell residence on West Central avenue.
At the city limits on the east, the
Elks and Boy Scout, columns opened,
out and with uncovered heads, stood
until the hearse and the vehicles had
passed through. Then those of the
lodge who wished to accompany the
remains to the cemetery were provid
ed with a conveyance, and the proces
sion took up its way to the city of
the dead.
Arriving there the burial service
of the Elks was read and all that was
mortal of Thomas S. Hubbell was
consigned to the earth from whence
it came.

Sprlngervllle, Arls., April 24. According to a dispatch received from
A. L. Westgard, who Is piloting the
ton
Pioneer Freighter Saurer 4
truck across the continent, and who
holds a special authorization from the
United States department of agriculture, office of public roads, to report
on road conditions, the stretch of 132
nines between Magdulena, N. M., and
Sprlngervllle, Ariz., has been far
worse than they have encountered
since leaving Denver, says Mr, West'
gard:
It has taken us ten days to cover
what ordinarily should not have consumed more than two at the most. We
have come across the most desolate
country so far experienced, being
compelled to camp every night In
mighty uncomfortable weather. Com
bined with the poorest possible apology for a road, there has been every
other obstacle previously met with
weak bridges, arroyos, sand and rocks
without end. In one place we had to
mine away an overhanging ledge ot
rock to permit the truck to pass.
Rangers tells us that the snow Is
A
,t.A
A,,ntal. nl.tA.il ohmit
h

runn

beautlfuIlyi and wa have
d
overeomlng 0 many ob.
staclea, that one more or less does not
make much difference. We do not
measure stretches between towns by
distance any longer, am oy ume. ns
leave here today and expect to take
'
five days In reaching Globe, Ariz.,
and Phoenix two or three days later."

When a medicine must be given to
young children It should be pleasant
to take. Chamberlain's cough Rem
made from loaf sugar, and the
edy
HAD BOTTLES OF BEER
root UBed In It preparation give It a
IN THEIR CARRIAGE.
flavor Imllar to maple syrup, making
It pleasant to take. It has no supeFour Men Sent Sprawling Into Street rior tor colds, croup and whooping
at Albuquerque, and Cited forv
cough. For sale by all dealers.
Reckless Driving.
24.
Albuquerque, N. M., April
TEXAS WOMAN AS
While street car number 3 was proBUSTER.
A BRONCHO
Second
on
north
street
yesgressing
a
afternoon
before
6,
Just
terday
San Antonio, Texas, April 24 A
buggy and team driven by Barney
Georgia court may decide, as one did
lurched up Copper street and the other day, that poor
ran right ln front of the car.
The man Is the head of the family and
team managed to get across
the stand for the custom of women obeytrack without coming ln contact with ing in all thing.
That may be true
the street car, but not so the buggy. ln Georgia, where the sweet potato
The buggy was struck on the left and the goober pea lead the processide at about the rear axle, breaking sion, and the "blind tiger" uaa a lair
the left hind wheel, and spilling the in every Jungle, but It Is different ln
four occupants, Martin Garcia, Ellas Texas.
A Texas court might bold
Gonzales, and a man whose name that man Is the head of the family,
not
could
be learned, together with but no court on earth could clinch
Lucero, out on the ground.
In Texas, women .
such a decision.
The collision broke the front glass have done almost everything In the
on the vestibule of the car, the fly- catalogue of commercial possibilities.
ing glass cutting the face of the
In a number of instances women own
O, C. Moore, ln many places. large
ranches and have operated
T,he vehicle belonged to W. L. them successfully for years.
Women
Trimble, and from the direction tak- In this state lead the country in
en, the occupants were evidently driv- dairying.
In a number of instance
ing to the stable. A number of bot women carry the mall on rural route
tles ot beer were ln the bottom of the and a half dozen or more of them
buggy and these were spilled Into the have made the record of not missing
street.
a day In the year.
Women, many
On the arrival of the police the of them who ride as well as men, ason large ranches
parties were cited to appear before sist In the round-up- s
the Justice of the Peace and to an- and are sb bandy with the whip and
The outlaw
swer to the charge of reckless driv- the rope as the man.
steer which ha escaped the cowboy
ing.
has a poor chance to beat it back
Good results always follow Ifae use to the brush when two or more Texas
One Texof Foley Kidney Pills. They give cowgirls get on his trail.
prompt relief In all cases ot kidney as girl has roped, thrown and tied
and bladder disorders. Try them. Sold a steer In less than one minute. Her
by all druggists.
feat became the subject for a painter
of national reputation and she Is done
BOSTON WOMAN'S CLUB ASKS
In oil on a canvas ten feet square
FOR LIQUOR LICENSE. in the Menger Hotel in this city.
Boston, April 24. Members of the Women ln Texas operate oil wells and
exclusive Chilton club, one ot the are moving forces ln coal mining.
in
largest women's clubs in the world, Some of the steel
situated in the heart of Boston's Back this city were built and are owned
Bay, may be served with a cocktail, by women, these having taken! the
highball or any other sort ot "bracer" lead in twentieth century steel and
that they may desire after ths first of concrete construction.
In all parts
May, If the license commissioners see of the state the women of Texas are
fit to grant It the license It has asked clubbed .4 organizations, each a part
for. Mrs. Robert Lovett, a vies presi 0! the state federation, and are stand- dent, said today that she was tu-jjl- g
ag a unlt dr a broader, better,
dent the license would be issued. She
manhood
morfl deply colored
said the members could not expect to In fact all
of those things which
serve their male friends with ginger
operate to give woman the greatest
ale.
possible freedom within the bounds
of that modeBty which la hers by naIn cases of rheumatism relief from
ture in all things. Reverting to some
rest
and
makes
possible. of
sleep
pain
the rare things which Texas womThis may be obtained by applying en
have done and are doing, one
Chamberlain's Liniment. For sale by
1
young woman ln this city has proved
all dealers.
conclusively that the most refractory
broncho can be ridden In perfect safeINSURANCE REDUCTION FOR
She rides a litty without a bridle.
THOSE WHO SIGN PLEDGE. tle native Texas horse through the
last
Dallas, Tex., April 24.-- The
word In Insurance was sprung here
com
when the Temperance Insurance
pany was organized. The company
will Insure all inebriates at 60 per
oent less than the regular sober
who can walk straight, provid
ed they will sign the pledge never,
never to touch Intoxicating liquors
again. The company Is not a Joke, it
means serious business. It Is capital
ized at $100,000 and will have a surplus of the same amount. The "teetotalers'" policy, it is figured, will
not only gather in many addicted to
the habit and reform them, but will
give the company a profitable business.

...

.
..
, .
aha haa
nrd,
aemonsiraiea tuui wumau jd a wu- quering force when she exerts herIn the face of thie array of
self.
thing which women have done, it
seem abBurd that any court should
decide that man 1b entirely the head
When It comes to
of the family.
lording around, spitting at a crack,
and walking many mile every day
around a pool table a man may be
but when the real activities of life are considered, the Texas
woman has proven that she Is thoroughly capable ln all the avocations
of life to which she has given

CURES
BLOOD POISON

CONTRACT.

Chicago, April 25. Vanishes

servant problem.

FUNERAL OF THE LATE
THOMAS 8, HUBBELL

..t:. hi!

o.,i;

"mrea
Ooodby to the
- sTptoL
girl." Enter the "contracting houseworker."
The latest queen of the kitchen and
autocrat of the household 1b on the
job ln large numbers In Oak park, one
has been curing
pf Chicago's fashionable suburbs.
Tho "vrnfrnoHne" houseworkere" do
cuSg
not work by the week. They work by
the hour or. day, with tne numoer or
hoars a day distinctly and legally understood, with their own independent
hnmu nnil hninn life, and with even
ings and Sundays at their own dis- Bna any ui cuu.u u w
posal. They are as Independent as
factory workers Bnd better paid.
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Alpine, Texas, and went to Guymon, Educatlon against the county ot Bcr--.
Buch an occurrence has been recordthe
Oklahoma.
nalillo, for tho payment into
ed at the Meadow City.
school fund of something like $5,000
Clovls Court House Completed
Rep Lopez "The Liberal asked a
the
cowman from the southern part of The court house at Clovls, Curry coun- delinquent taxes collected by
the country if he knew Red Lopes, ty, has been completed. The county county.
Broke Into Nstional Guard Armory
the hero of the battle of Agua Prleta, officers took possession on Saturday.
The armory of Captain Tenny's com
Skunk Invades Home The Sliver
and was told, 'he was the
Inpany, New Mexico National Guard at
horse thief who stole a bunch of City Enterprise complains of the
Colonel Slaughter's horses a few- - crease and boldness of skunks in that Silver City, was broken Into Sunday
of
morning. Three young men were aryears ago.'" Western Liberal. ,,. , town and tells the "smelling" tale
Guof a Silver City home by rested and arraigned before Justice
the
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little animal which Xewcomb, who fined one $15 and
Good Lamb 'Crop Lambing Is now on the many lawns about Alamogor-l-n tierrez and Antonio Martinez, were that Interesting
arrested by the police at El Paso and was finally cornered behind a piano costs, one $25 and costs and the other
progress on the rauches through- do. Alaraogordo News
fumia member of the company, $25 and
out San Miguel county. The crop of Fl !n Line "Corsets tor men are charges of vagrancy filed against and killed, but not until It had
costs and thirty days In Jull.
are composed almost entirely of strong mineral ingredients. They
lambs this year, from present indl- - tne rage jn New York for summer them. Falling to make bond in the gated the entire home.
Work
seem to be compounded with the idea thnt one poison will counJudoa Coolev'a Bungalow
Delivery Wagon 8mashtd Yester
nations, will be a large one, eclipsing yje&rt" a corset salesman said at the sum of $200 each the men were held
6
before
o'clock,
Silver
teract another provided the stomach and delicate portions of the)
day evening shortly
Castenada hotel. "Many will wear for trial this evening. It is charged was commenced lost week at
that of last season.
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was
O.
of
while
Bachechl
on
been
attempting
loitering
bungnlow
system can withstand the effects of the strong treatment. These
City on the
Died of German Measles At Albu- them for afternoon and evening dress, that they have
Al
concoctions are intended to kill the poison in the system. In this1
Judge and Mrs. A. V. Cooley. the con to cross the Sanla Fe railway at
uerque, where she was a student In The styles most worn are distinctly Broadway.
article we want to tell you of S.S. S., purely vegetable remedy
buquerque, he was run Into by a
And This Is Las Vegas, Too Says ttact price for which Is $",600.
the Indian school, Juana Lupita Gar-- form fitting." Las Vegas Optic .'
for Contagious Blood Poison, a medicine that not only cures the
switch engine No. 2!I7 in charge of En
Books for Lss Veoas Library For the Las Vegas Optic: "A young marTUESDAY, APRIL 25, 1911.
cla, died of, pneumonia, the sequel
disease, but one which from the first dose has a fine tonic effect
and Fireman Haythorn
Initiated Las Vegas gineer Meyers
Twenty-tw- o
of an attack of derrnan measles with mer chM Justice Thomas Smith has ried man of this city has been Indulg
upon the stomach and the entire system. Nor does S. S. S. attempt
on White, and the delivery wagon ho
which she was stricken a week ago.
presented to the Carnegie Library ing lately In a prolonged and stren. Council of Knichts of Columbus
to
kill the germs within the system, but cures by REMOVING
was driving was badly smashed.
Garvin Promoted H. P, Garvin of at Las Vegas 200 rare voumes val-La- s uous flirtation with a school girl, who Sunday Initiated 22 candidates.
v
them from the blood which is absolutely the only way to cure
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know
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friends
Santa
to
better.
His
Arrested for Wife
Vegas,
engineer
the disease.
uej at a thousand dollars, and they ought
a run on the third district, has re- - are considered a very valuable acqul-ceive- have noticed It and her friends havo ed with wife desertion, Isidore Casias C. Laut, the authoress who Is here
It does not require any argument to 'establish the fact that a blood
left
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La
representing
at
magazines,
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was
notice of his appointment as
arrested
Las
not
and
overlooked
of
the
gossips
Vegas,
gon Dy the Library board.
this morning for the Rlto de los Frl- - disease can be cured only by a blood purifier; every one will admit the
e
near Las Vegas.
airbrake inspector on tne Santa
busy."
11' are getting
Licenses Marriage
Marriage
system with headquarters in Topeka. censes were issued at Las Vegas to
the district jolea canon to study the prehistoric truthfulness of this statement. The question of most importance thereSuit for Dlvorce--l-n
Arroyos Not Water Courses The
dwellings and will probably And ample fore is, what medicine has proven by actual results its superiority as a
Automobile Destroyed This afterFeliciana Martinez, 16, Los Alamos, case of the Jaquez Ditch Company vs. court for Bernalillo county, yesterday, material there for Interesting articles,
noon while out testing his machine
blood purifier? We claim this distinction for S. S. S., and otter as proof
Josefiled
suit
Garber
Leonor
against
Garcia, from San Juan county, Emory
and Eplfanlo Martinei, 19, Sapello;
Miss Laut is a brilliant writer and the fact that for more than
Deputy Sheriff Smith had the misfor- Luisa
forty years it has been sold under this claim
16, Lorenio Roybal, 22, has been decided In favor of Garcia, phine Hall Garber, for divorce.
Henly,
a
possesses
personalvery charming
tune to have the auto catch fire. It both of Los Alamos. At Albuquerque the court holding that arroyos were
and the demand for it has steadily increased, and we have thousands
Died at Insane Asylum
Guadalupe
..
ity..
was burned all but the rear wheels to Jennie Shade of Gallup, and George not natural water courses and that Montano of Las
of testimonials from cured patients from all parts of the country.
Vegas, who had been
111 no time.
Cue Railroad
The accident occurred Kettle of
'or Damages Mrs.
obstructions placed In such arroyos to a patient at the territorial asylum for
Contagious Blood Poison, as the name implies, is an infectious
Toledo, Ohio.
C.
of
Souders
near
out
the
place, south
Connor, in behalf of Charles blood taint which may be communicated from one person to another.
protect adjoining land from periodical the Insane since 1899, died on Sunday. Belle
All Around Suspicious Character
It was caused by leakage of
as
town.
a
next friend Its virus Is of a most Insidious nature, multiplying from an insignificant
minor,
floods are legitimate.
At Las Connor,
', Marriage License Granted
negro named James Elder failed to
the gasoline. Estancia Dally Herald. A
Lanier Is Captured Again C. W. Vegas, a marriage license was grant yesterday entered suit in the Second germ in the blood, until it becomes a thorough systemic poison. " Its
show cause at Albuquerque why he
court
District
Rattle Snakes In Good Spirits A.
for
Sandoval
of the Colorado ed to Maraarita Armllo. aged 17, and
county for first
should be found In an alley at 1 Lanier, station agent
symptom is usually a tiny sore or pimple, but it raDidly spreads.
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have been several horse bitten here
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Hall Storm at Clovis A hail storm
,he pr0v,sos on the charge of being short $900 In
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splotches appear on the body,
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vagrancy act as an
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through
A condition of such serious nature requires proper treatment.
damage. About $4,000 worth
them out. Thev seem to be in eood
of the defendant company
but was brought back by Deputy Sherof window panes were broken. Sever negligence
"; Not only must the disease be driven out, but the. system which has
on July 20, 1910.
spirits as everybody is this spring' Beat His Wife While Drunk Ale- iff Brophy of Union county.
al people were painfully injured.!
Deen weakened Dy tne ravages
lookine for a bie cron. Xaravisa. Jundro Trios, arraigned at AlbuqueiAnother White Slaver Arrested
Just Another Accidental Shooting
Ga- 1"e- - Pleaded not guilty to the charge
Sheepman Burned In His Bed
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time.
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Irrigation Data Completed For the the Perea Oil company, on, the Perea be given jail sentences and that sen
Sliver City Postal Bank The Silver of furnishing liquor to two young men this great medicine. - a. a. s. is
past seven months George V. New- grant, expires on the IStK of this tence would not be remitted.
City postal bank, the second in New- Saturday night. He has given bond perfectly safe for any one to take, and instead of upsetting the stomach
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first being at Raton, will for his appearance.
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Wagon Mound. Bill Wigand says
April 28. Admission free. Charges
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James W. McCreary, President; R. and six of the ballots were blank as
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Writ of Mandamus Issued
Judge
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